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Figure 1 The schematic representation of a PF resin[2].



Figure 2 The basis reaction of urea and formaldehyde to prepare UF resin[2].



Figure 3 The schematic representation of a MUF resin[2].



Figure 4 The schematic representation of p-MDI[2].





A three-dimensional view of the lignin-carbohydrate complex (LCC) in the 

wood cell wall[12].









Figure 6 Monolignols (Syringyl; Guaiacyl; p-hydroxyphenyl) and lignin substructures 

(I: -O-4  substructure; II: -O-4 , -O-4  and 5-5  linkage in dibenzodioxocin 

substructure; III: -5  linkage in phenylcoumaran substructure; IV: -  in resinol 

substructure; and V: -1  linkage in spirodienone substructure).

 Lignin activation methods

Demethylated lignin:



Methylolation lignin:



Figure 8 Methylolation of lignin under alkaline condition.

Phenolation lignin:



Figure 9 Phenolation of lignin under an alkaline condition.

Figure 10 Phenolation of lignin under an acidic condition.

Depolymerization:



A, Aldehyde-containing lignin wood adhesives.



B, Lignin-tannin adhesives.



C, Lignin-protein adhesives.



D, Lignin-polyurethane adhesives





F, Others

Figure 12 Some monomers of hydrolysable tannin.





Figure 13 Tannin sources and its potential applications.





Pinus pinaster

(Abies 

alba)

(Larix decidua)





Figure 14 The typical extraction process of condensed tannin.



Figure 15 Chemical structure of the C15 unit in condensed tannins. C C linkage 

between C15 units: C4 C8 (A), and/or C4 C6 (B)[125].

Figure 16 Structures of the four mono-flavonoid building blocks[106].







Figure 17 Basic physicochemical properties and reactivities of the phenol functional 

group. E=Electrophile, Nu=Nucleophile[130].

Figure 18 Oxidative dehydrogenation of catechol- and pyrogallol-type phenols into 

reactive quinonoid species[130].



Figure 19 Various types of reactions with catechin, applicable to condensed 

tannins[106].

A, Heterocycle reactivity



Figure 20 Summary of the chemical reactions from tannin heterocycles[106].



Figure 21 (a)Degradation of tannins in catechins and anthocyanidins; (b)Acid 

autocondensation by hydrolysis of the heterocycles; (c) Alkaline autocondensation[2, 

106].



Figure 22 Treatment of mimosa tannin with acid.



Figure 23 Sulfonation reaction of tannin.

B, Reactivity of nucleophilic sites



Figure 24 Summary of the chemical reactivity of tannin nucleophilic sites.

a, With aldehyde



Figure 26 A typical reaction between tannin and formaldehyde.

b, With hexamine



Figure 27 Schematic representation of the decomposition of hexamine to imino amino 

methylene bases in presence of a reactive species such as tannin to form (i) ionic 



polymeric complexes at ambient temperature and (ii) a stable benzylamine covalently 

bridged network during hardening, at a higher temperature, without producing or 

releasing any formaldehyde[148].

c, With furfuryl alcohol



 Proposed reaction scheme of a tannin and furfuryl alcohol

d, Reaction with amino groups



Figure 29 Some possible reactions between condensed tannin and PEI[139].

C, Functionalization of the hydroxyl groups



Figure 30 Summary of the chemical reaction with tannin -OH groups[106].

a, Acylation



Figure 31 Tannins esterified with (1) anhydrides; (2) acyl chlorides; (3) maleic 

anhydrides.

b, Substitution by ammonia



Figure 32 The reaction between tannin and ammonium hydroxide

c, Reactions with epoxy groups

Figure 33 Reaction of pine tannins with ethylene glycol diglycidyl ether.

d, Tannin epoxidation



Reaction of catechin glycidylation.

e, Reaction with isocyanates

Figure 35 The reaction between tannin and isocyanate[106].















Figure 36. The chemical structure of an amino acid. Backbones are the same for all 

amino acids, while side-chains (r) are different for each amino acid.



Figure 37. Amino acids grouped as hydrophobic, hydrophilic, and amphipathic, and 

divided into groups according to the characteristics of the side-chains[232].



A, Modification by denatured agents

a, Acid or base modification



b, Surfactant modification

c, Urea modification

B, Grafting modification



C, Enzyme modification

D, Crosslinking modification



a, Epoxide

b, Silane coupling agents

c, Isocyanate



d, Synthesized resins



e, Bio-resources crosslinking agents

f, Polysaccharide modification





g, Biomimetic modification

h, Nano/micron materials modification











1.3.1 Tannin-furanic based foam preparation and its modification



Figure 38 The typical tannin-based foam and its morphology structures observed by 

SEM.









1.3.2 Tannin-isocyanate foams preparation



1.3.3 Mechanically Blown tannin-based foams



Figure 39 A tannin rigid foam obtained by mechanically blown.

1.3.4 Tannin-based polyurethane foams





1.3.5 Other researches
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ABSTRACT

Soy-protein isolate (SPI) was used to prepare non-isocyanate polyurethane (NIPU) thermosetting adhesives for
wood panels by reacting it with dimethyl carbonate (DMC) and hexamethylene diamine. Both linear as well
as branched oligomers were obtained and identified, indicating how such oligomer structures could further
cross-link to form a hardened network. Unusual structures were observed, namely carbamic acid-derived
urethane linkages coupled with lactam structures. The curing of the adhesive was followed by thermomechanical
analysis (TMA). It appeared to follow a two stages process: First, at a lower temperature (maximum 130°C), the
growth of linear oligomers occurred, finally forming a physically entangled network. This appeared to collapse
and disentangle, causing a decrease of MOE, as the temperature increases. This appears to be due to the ever more
marked Brownian movements of the linear oligomer chains with the increase of the temperature. Second, chemi-
cal cross-linking of the chains appeared to ensue, forming a hardened network. This was shown by the thermo-
mechanical analysis (TMA) showing two distinct MOE maxima peaks, one around 130°C and the other around
220°C, with a very marked MOE decrease between the two. Plywood panels were prepared and bonded with the
SPI-NIPU wood adhesive and the results obtained are presented. The adhesive appeared to pass comfortably the
requirements for dry strength of relevant standards, showing to be suitable for interior grade plywood panels. It
did not pass the requirements for wet tests. However, addition of 15% of glycerol diglycidyl ether improved the
wet tests results but still not enough to satisfy the standards requirements.

KEYWORDS

Bio-based wood adhesives; soy protein isolate; non-isocyanate polyurethanes (NIPU); wood panels; MALDI ToF

1 Introduction

Soy protein has been and is one of the protein of choice to formulate wood adhesives. This is so as it is a
renewable raw material of vegetable origin, widely available, and relatively inexpensive [1]. It can be applied
(i) in several forms as an additive to traditional synthetic wood adhesives, or (ii) used as a wood adhesive
after partial hydrolysis and modifications [2]. Nonetheless, this adhesive material presents a few
drawbacks, such as an insufficient water resistance, its improvement being one of the subjects of present
research. The approach most generally used to improve this aspect is by adding a chemical cross-linker to

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original
work is properly cited.
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soy protein isolate [3–9]. More recently good results have been obtained by reinforcing soy adhesives with
condensed tannins [10–12] as well by preparing wood adhesives from soy flour by generating higher
molecular weight, non-volatile non-toxic aldehydes by periodate specific oxidation [13,14].

Polyurethanes are a ubiquitous and widely used material for a number of applications, such as coatings,
varnishes, foams and wood adhesives in structural glulam and finger-jointing. Polyurethanes are to-day
prepared using polymeric isocyanate. However, isocyanates are classed as toxic. Polymeric
diphenylmethane diisocyanate (p-MDI) is used for wood adhesives. p-MDI is also used as a modifier/
crosslinker to improve the performance of protein adhesives [15,16]. The toxicity of p-MDI has focused
research on its substitution by preparing polyurethanes without isocyanates (NIPU). Several approaches
are used for this, namely by reacting hydroxyl groups-carrying materials with one or two cycles organic
carbonates or CO2 and diamines [17–21]. This research has mainly been directed to the preparation of
foams and coatings [22–26]. All these are using oil-derived synthetic-based materials to prepare NIPUs.
More recently, successful attempts to produce NIPUs from natural materials rich in hydroxyl groups have
been reported [27–37]. These have the additional characteristic to have simplified the procedure by using
a cheaper aliphatic carbonate by eliminating the reaction of preparing cyclic carbonates [27–37]. Among
these, glucose-and sucrose-based NIPUs prepared with dimethyl carbonate and hexamethylene diamine
were used to bond wood joint and particleboard with encouraging results [34,35]. Thus, soy-based non-
isocyanate polyurethanes are an interesting route to pursue, considering the amount of hydroxyl groups
and amino groups of which SPI’s aminoacids are rich, and also considering the possibility of reaction of
the numerous amide group of the peptide grouping in the constitutive skeletal chain of proteins. The
work described here is then aimed at preparing a NIPU wood adhesive based on soy protein isolate
presenting good bonding characteristics.

2 Experimental

2.1 Materials
Soy protein isolate was supplied by Ruikang Biotechnology Co., Ltd. (Dezhou, China). Commercial

glycerol diglycidyl ether (GDE, technical grade), hexamethylene diamine 98%, and dimethyl carbonate
were bought from Sigma-Aldrich (Saint Louis, France).

2.2 Preparation of SPI-NIPU Adhesive
The SPI-NIPU adhesive was prepared as follows: 80 g SPI is dissolved in 400 g of deionized water under

magnetic stirring, then 54 g dimethyl carbonate is added and the mixture heated to 60°C for 120 min. Then
105 g hexamethylenediamine are then added and heated to 90°C for another 2 h, then cooled to room
temperature. The mixture can be roto-evaporated under reduced pressure at 55°C to eliminate the excess of
water and to obtain a final resin solids content of 45%. with a viscosity of 26.9 ± 1 Pa•s.

2.3 Thermomechanical Analysis (TMA)
The resins were tested by thermomechanical analysis. The samples were prepared by applying each

adhesive between two beech wood plies, with dimensions of 21 mm × 6 mm × 1.1 mm. These beech-
resin-beech sandwiches were tested in non-isothermal mode between 25°C and 250°C at a heating rate of
10 °C/minute with a Mettler Toledo 40 TMA equipment (Mettler Toledo, Zurich, Switzerland). They
were tested in three-point bending on a span of 18 mm exercising a force cycle of 0.1/0.5 N on the
specimens, with each force cycle of 12 seconds (6s/6s). The classical mechanics relationship between
force and deflection

E ¼ L3= 4bh3ð Þ½ � F= fwood � fadhesiveð Þ½ �
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where L = the length of the sample; b = its width; h = its thickness; F = the force applied fwood the deflection of
the wood and fadhesive the deflection of the wood adhesive sandwich under test. This equation allows the
calculation of the Young’s modulus E for each case tested. Such a measuring system has been introduced
and is used to follow the progressive hardening of the adhesive with the increase of temperature and to
indicate comparatively if an adhesive system is faster or slower hardening and if it gives stronger joints
than another one.

2.4 ATR-FT-MIR Analysis
All of the samples were analyzed with a PerkinElmer Frontier ATR-FT-MIR provided by an ATR

Miracle diamond crystal. The powder and liquid samples were laid on the diamond eye (1.8 mm) of the
ATR equipment and the contact for the sample was ensured by tightly screwing the clamp device. Each
extract was scanned registering the spectrum with 32 scans with a resolution of 4 cm−1 in the wave
number range between 600 and 4000 cm−1.

2.5 MALDI-ToF Analysis
Samples for matrix assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-ToF) analysis were

prepared by first dissolving 7.5 mg of sample powder in 1mL of a 50:50 v/v acetone/water solution. Then
10 mg of this solution was added to 10 μL of a 2,5-dihydroxy benzoic acid (DHB) matrix. The locations
dedicated to the samples on the analysis plaque were first covered with 2 μL of a NaCl solution 0.1 M in
2:1 v/v methanol/water, and predried. Then 1.5 μL of the sample solution was placed on its dedicated
location and the plaque was dried again. Red phosphorous was to standardize the MALDI equipment.
MALDI-ToF spectra were obtained using an Axima-Performance mass spectrometer from Shimadzu
Biotech (Kratos Analytical Shimadzu Europe Ltd., Manchester, UK) using a linear polarity-positive
tuning mode. The measurements were carried out making 1000 profiles.

2.6 Three-Layer Plywood Preparation and Testing
The performance of the SPI-NIPU adhesive was tested by preparing laboratory plywood panels and

evaluating their shear strength dry, after 24 hours cold water soaking, and after 3 h in water at 63°C. The
plywood panels of 400 mm × 200 mm × 5 mm were prepared for each adhesive using 2 mm poplar
(Populus tremuloides) veneers. The glue spread used was of 300 g/m2 double glue line, and hot-pressing
time was of 6 minutes at 1.25 MPa pressure at a temperature of 200°C based on the consequence of the
TMA trace. After hot pressing the plywood was stored under ambient conditions (20°C and 12% relative
humidity) for 48 hours then it was cured and tested the dry shear strength, 24 h cold water soaking
strength and for strength after 3 h at 63°C in water according to China National Standard GB/T 14074
(2006) [38], China National Standard GB/T17657 (1999) [39], and European Norm EN 636:2012 (2012)
[40]. To reinforce the SPI-NIPU plywood also panels to which 10% or 15% by weight of a biosourced
glycerol diglycidyl ether (GDE) were added to the SPI-NIPU based on solids were also pressed and
tested under the same conditions.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 MALDI ToF Analysis
The MALDI ToF analysis shows that SPI-NIPU urethane linkages do form with at least some of the soy

protein amino acids. However, the analysis also shows that for SPI it is not a straightforward reaction to
NIPUs as described for other bio-sourced materials (Figs. 1a–1d). The assignments for the relevant peaks
of the spectra are shown in Tab. 1. Thus, the peaks in Fig. 1a at 189 Da and 215 Da can be assigned to
the reaction product of leucine with DMC without and with Na+ being present, respectively, hence to a
structure of type (I):

JRM, 2021 3
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The same structure is present for 284 Da and 311 Da which can be assigned to triptofan-DMCwithout or
with Na+. At 271 Da the structure can be attributed to serine-DMC-hexamethylene diamine +Na+. However,
at 271 Da and 295 Da the structure that can be deduced is leucine-DMC-hexamethylene diamine without or
with Na+ of structure (II)

It must be clearly pointed out that while a urethane linkage, namely R-NH-COO-R is formed, the structure
so formed is also a lactam, as indicated by the -CO-O-CO- structure. The same type of urethane/lactam linkage
is found also at 339 Da and 368 Da these being respectively arginine-DMC-diamine + Na+ and tryptophan-
DMC-diamine + Na+. The small peak at 453 Da indicates the formation of a different oligomer, namely:
leucine-DMC-diamine-DMC-leucine +Na+, hence a more complex structure of type (III):

The same type of structure but involving different amino acids is present at 495 Da, 539 Da and 602 Da,
these oligomers being respectively leucine-DMC-amine-DMC-arginine + Na+, arginine-DMC-amine-DMC-
arginine + Na+ and tryptophan-DMC-amine-DMC-tryptophan + Na+.

It must be pointed out that:
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This reaction, as seen, leads to urethanes that eventually share a lactam structure. To avoid the presence
of urethane/lactam type structure then a longer carbonate, cyclic or not should be used.

2. That after urethane dimers are formed such as those of the peaks at 453 Da, 495 Da, 539 Da and
602 Da the reaction can further proceed either (i) by reactions forming amides as the NH2 usable for
reaction with DMC do not lead to urethanes, or (ii) by further reaction of the residual NH groups in the
urethane linkages with DMC-aminoacid. In effect, there is a peak at 610 Da (with Na+) assigned to a
compound formed in this latter manner by reaction of a third leucine of structure (IV)

And even the peak at 746 Da (without Na+) of assigned structure (V):

Similar peaks for other soy protein amino acids are also present.

There are then some urethane linkages formed, more than enough to cross-link the protein, even if these
are coupled with lactam-like structures. Thus, once the two NH2 of the diamine are saturated then any further
reaction can proceed either (i) through the formation of amides, hence polyamides [41], or (ii) by a chain
reaction with any residual -NH- group that is obtained when forming a urethane linkage, or (iii) by using
a polyamine rather than a diamine. This means that in any case the hardened network formed is most
likely to be cross-linked by a mix of urethane bridges and amides ones.

Parasite side reactions also appear to occur as indicated by the peaks at 256 Da (VI) and 398 Da (VII)
assigned to structures derived by the reaction of DMC with the diamine.
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And

Although these reactions form also compounds that are platforms for further urethane linkages to be
formed either among themselves or with the SPI amino acids.

In summary rather complex tridimensional structures can results from these combinations.

The reaction of formation of soy protein urethanes, when using DMC as the carbonate, leads to
urethanes that eventually share a lactam structure. The use of a longer carbonate, preferably cyclic such
as propylene carbonate, does not eliminate the presence of such urethane/lactam type structures.
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The FTIR spectra of SPI and of the SPI-NIPU resin are shown in Fig. 2. The peaks at 1703 cm−1, 1543 cm−1

and 1255 cm−1 are characteristic of the asymmetric stretching of urethane linkages, with the 1703 cm−1 for the
SPI NIPU spectrum belonging the C=O of the urethane being quite intense and being absent in the spectrum of
SPI alone. This conclusion of the presence of urethane linkages is confirmed by the presence of other peaks. Thus,
the appearance of the relatively small peak at 1766 cm−1 in the SPI NIPU spectrum is characteristic the R-COO-R
of esters derived from the lactam structures, these being esters of the carbamic acid (-NH-COO-) forming the
urethanes, confirming the structures assigned by the MALDI-ToF analysis. The big peak at 1639 cm−1 is
characteristic of amide groups, the peak being quite marked already for SPI alone, thus describing the amide
(peptide) linkages holding together the protein skeleton. This same peak becomes even more dominant in the
SPI NIPU spectrum where the amides derived from the reactions of the diamine with DMC and the proteins
amino acids generate a great number of amides in the urethane structure superposed to the ones already
present in the protein skeleton. The presence of the amide groups is supported by the peak at 1370 cm−1

(thus of-CO-NH-C-) and the wide peak at 3200 cm−1 that mask a number of different group effects. The peak
at 1441 cm−1 represents the asymmetric stretch of -CH2- groups of the alkane chains of the diamine included
in the finished network. Lastly the peak at 1390–1400 cm−1 belongs to the protonated N-containing groups,
such as -NH3

+ on the protein aminoacids. The two sharp peaks at 2900 cm−1 and 2800 cm−1 are assigned to
the asymmetric stretching of both the –CH3 groups of DMC and the asymmetric stretching of the R-CH2-R
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Figure 1: MALDI-ToF spectra of soy protein isolate-based non-isocyanate polyurethane (NIPU) adhesive.
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chains from the amine, both before and after reaction. They support such assignments in relation to the peak at
1441 cm−1 for the –CH2- groups. It must be also pointed out that these peaks are particularly intense as they are
the superposition of the asymmetric stretching band of both –CH3 and –CH2- groups.

The thermomechanical analysis traces of SPI-NIPU adhesive is shown in Fig. 3. The curve of the
increase of Young’s modulus as a function of temperature show two upsurges and two peaks of MOE,
namely at 130°C and at 220°C, this latter starting at around 185°C. The curves decrease in MOE value
between the two peaks. This means that the peak at 130°C indicates the formation of an unstable network
that is degraded and transformed if the temperature is increased causing a marked internal rearrangement.
The second peak at higher temperature indicates that curing of the SPI-NIPU resin occurs at a high
temperature as already reported in previous literature for similar types of adhesives [34,35]. The increase
of Young’s modulus has been shown to correlate with the bonding strength of the adhesive [42–48].

It is interesting to speculate what is the cause of the marked decrease between the two MOE peaks in
Fig. 3. While it could be an unstable structure, a more likely reason could derive from the formation of
linear polymers arranging themselves in a physically entangled network, rather than a chemically cross-
linked one. As the temperature increases further, the Brownian movements would make the viscosity of
these physically entangled chains markedly decrease and extensively disentangle, the MOE again starting
to increase at the much higher temperature of the second peak once chemical cross-linking does finally occur.

Before the TMA curves show a significant increase in the modulus value, the overall trend of the
modulus values in the TMA curves of the NIPU adhesive decreases between 50°C and 75°C. This is
mainly due to the decrease in viscosity of the adhesive as the temperature increases, resulting in a
lower viscosity and bonding strength. Conversely, the adhesive penetrates into the wood, softening or
degrading it during heating thus reducing its strength. It is evident from the TMA trace that the curing
temperature to be used for such adhesives is relatively higher than what common to-day for equivalent
panels bonded with traditional adhesives. After 200°C degradation of the wood substrate is known to
start [45–48], thus the second peak is rather high when considering that wood degradation has already
started to occur at the same time. The decrease of the curve afterward is the reflexion of the continuing
degradation of the wood substrate.

The results of the 3-plys plywood panels prepared are presented in Tab. 2. These indicate that the SPI
NPU adhesive by itself just passes at 0.74 MPa the interior grade limit of the relevant China national
standards [38–40] that requires a shear strength equal to, or higher than 0.7 MPa. By adding 10% and
15% biosourced GDE the dry shear strength results improved markedly in both cases passing to
1.34 MPa and 1.73 MPa respectively. This indicates that also the dry strength requirements for interior
grade plywood of European Norm EN 636:2012 (2012) are satisfied [40] for interior grade plywood.
Such a marked shear strength increase indicates that even the addition of smaller percentages of GDE,
around 5% by weight, would be sufficient to comfortably pass the requirements for interior grade
plywood panels under industrial conditions. The addition of GDE improves the performance due to
additional cross-linking. The 24 hours cold water soaking results and the 3 hours at 63°C tests did not
pass the requirements for exterior or semiexterior grade plywood as shown in Tab. 2 which are 0.7 MPa
and 1.0 MPa for both the China National Standard and in the European Norm, respectively. This is
consistent with the results of the TMA reported in Fig. 3, where it is indicated that these adhesives, in the
reaction proportions used in this work, need a higher curing temperature to develop all their strength and
achieve good results in the wet-type tests. It means also that such an adhesive under the conditions used
is possibly better suited to its use in particleboard where higher pressing temperatures are used. An
approach to explore to further decrease the high energy of activation of the curing reaction and thus
achieve better wet bonding results would be to use small percentages of ionic liquids as already
experienced for other adhesives [49].
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Table 1: Assignment of structures to relevant MALDI-ToF peaks from Figs. 1a–1d
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Figure 2: FT-IR spectra of soy protein isolate (SPI) and of soy protein isolate non-isocyanate polyurethane
(NIPU) adhesive resin

Figure 3: Thermomechanical analysis (TMA) curves of MOE as a function of temperature of joints bonded
with soy protein isolate non-isocyanate polyurethane (NIPU) adhesive

Table 2: SPI-NIPU-bonded plywood test results. Percentages wood failure for the dry test are in parenthesis

Shear Strength (MPa)

Dry 63°C for 3h 24 h cold water

SPI-NIPU 0.74 – –

SPI-NIPU + 10%GDE 1.30 (30) – –

SPI-NIPU + 15%GDE 1.73 (90) 0.28 0.34
Note: (-) not tested
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4 Conclusions

Soy-protein isolate (SPI) has been used to prepare non-isocyanate polyurethane (NIPU) thermosetting
adhesives for wood panels by reacting it with dimethyl carbonate (DMC) and hexamethylene diamine.
MALDI-ToF and FTIR spectrometry have shown that urethane linkages are effectively formed in the
reaction, in which all three reagents do participate. Some parasite reactions do occur, but these do not
appear to detract to the formation of NIPU resins. Both linear as well as branched oligomers were
obtained and identified, indicating by their molecular weight growth how such oligomer structures could
further cross-link to form a hardened network. While the NIPU oligomers structures identified present the
characteristics of urethane linkages derived from the urethane precursor carbamic acid (-NHCOOH-), they
also simultaneously present structures characteristic of lactams. This is rather unusual, as they are
exclusively due to the use of DMC, the simple organic carbonate used, and will not occur with other
types of organic carbonates. Thermomechanical analysis (TMA) monitoring of the curing of the adhesive
showed two distinct MOE maxima peaks, one around 130°C and the other around 220°C, with a very
marked decrease in MOE between the two. The first peak can be assigned to the growth of linear
oligomers forming a physically entangled network. This physically entangled network collapses and
disentangles as the temperature increases due to the ever more marked Brownian movements of the linear
oligomer chains. The second peak is assigned to the chemical cross-linking of the chains forming a
hardened network. Plywood panels were prepared by bonding them with the SPI-NIPU wood adhesive
and gave acceptable results for dry strength, with wet strength improving only after addition of 15% of a
biosourced glycerol diglycidyl ether.
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ABSTRACT
A novel biomass-based wood adhesive was prepared with com-
mercial Mimosa tannin extract and glycerol diglycidyl ether (GDE) 
by convenient mechanical mixing. GDE served as the crosslinker 
of the tannin without any aldehyde addition yielding hardened 
three-dimensional networks. Different weight ratios of tannin/ 
GDE were investigated by a number of techniques to determine 
their influence on final properties. The results showed that a non- 
hydrolysable ester bonds can be formed between the epoxy 
groups of GDE and hydroxyl groups of tannin, this being the 
critical factor for the good water resistance obtained by the wood 
adhesives prepared. Moreover, the dry and wet shear strength 
exhibit positive correlation with the proportion of GDE added. 
Even at a relatively small proportion of GDE (33% of the weight of 
dry tannin), the dry and 24 h cold water shear strengths of the 
bonded plywood satisfied the requirements of relevant standard 
(GB/T 9846–2015, ≥0.7 MPa). The thermal stability of the tannin- 
based wood adhesive so prepared progressively improved with 
the increasing proportion of GDE.
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1. Introduction

The topic of environmental and eco-friendly wood adhesive is now one of the 

hottest subject and an unavoidable one in the wood industry.[1] Nowadays, 

formaldehyde-based wood adhesives are so widely applied due to their low cost, 

short curing time and strong adhesion.[2,3] Formaldehyde-based adhesives are 

account for almost 90% of totally wood adhesives industry.[3] Nevertheless, 

traditional synthetic wood adhesives present two main drawbacks, these being 

their toxic starting materials (i.e. formaldehyde and phenol) and formaldehyde- 

emission during their use and for long time afterward. Therefore, these draw-

backs have created a demand for adhesives prepared from non-toxic and 

inexpensive materials to replace them.
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Now, for a number of years, some biomass resources, including lignin,[4–7] 

tannin,[8–10] protein,[11–13] non-food starch[,14,15] and agricultural or forest 

residues,[16–18] have attracted the attention of researchers to prepare some high- 

performance wood adhesives. Among these, condensed tannins have been con-

sidered to have some interesting features to prepare wood adhesive.[19] Initially, 

condensed tannins phenolic nature led to their use to prepare adhesives similar to 

phenol-formaldehyde (PF) wood adhesive.[8–10,19,20] It is encouraging that tannin- 

formaldehyde wood adhesives have been successful commercially for many 

years.[19] However, formaldehyde, was still an essential component, even though 

formaldehyde-emission has been improved by some extent.[21] Therefore, low or 

no aldehyde tannin adhesives have been developed by a number of approaches. 

Hexamethylenetetramine (hexamine),[22,23] glyoxal,[24] furfuryl alcohol,[25] poly-

meric diphenylmethane diisocyanate (p-MDI),[23,26] poly-ethylenimine (PEI),[27] 

as well as carbohydrates-generated non-toxic and non-volatile aldehydes by 

specific oxidation,[28] were used to react with different condensed tannins to 

produce tannin-based wood adhesive without any kinds of volatile and toxic 

aldehydes. Certainly, some tannin wood adhesives were obtained though biomass 

resources (starch) mixing with condensed tannin, and alternative aldehydes acting 

as cross-linkers, leading to low formaldehyde emission.[13,29–31] Apparently, these 

improved adhesive formulations reduced effectively the toxic raw-materials con-

sumption and formaldehyde-emission, as well as increasing biomass content.

Herein, a novel, high-bonding performance tannin-based wood adhesive 

has been synthesized by manual or mechanical mixing without any pre- 

treatments. The cross-linker used is a commercial product, namely glycerol 

diglycidyl ether (GDE). Three tannin-based adhesives with different weight 

ratios of tannin/GDE were studied, from a high 1/1 tannin/GDE ratio to lower 

GDE proportions. Their properties were studied, including shear strength, 

hydrolysis residual rate, physico-chemical features and thermal stability. 

Furthermore, the reaction mechanism of tannin and GDE was confirmed by 

FT-IR, MALDI-ToF and solid status 13C NMR.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Preparation of tannin-based wood adhesives

The series Mimosa tannin-based wood adhesives were obtained by mixing 

tannin and GDE directly at room temperature without any pre-synthesis. 

Briefly, taking a certain amount of Mimosa tannin (Acacia mearnsii de Wildt) 

extract, supplied by Silva Chimica, St. Michele Mondovi, Italy) and then put 

them into a 100 mL plastic bottle. Thereafter, some amount of distilled water 

(Laboratory homemade) was added, stirring sufficiently by hand till 

a homogeneous tannin/water mixture was obtained. After that, setting 

a weight of glycerol diglycidyl ether (GDE, technical grade, obtained from 
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Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the tannin/water mixture up to when 

a homogeneous tannin/GDE/water mixture was obtained by manual stirring. 

In this work, the ratio of tannin and GDE was variable, and the detailed 

formulations are shown in Table 1.

2.2. Manufacture of three-layer plywood samples and measurement of shear 

strength

Three-layer plywood was prepared by using tannin/GDE wood adhesives to 

bond 2 mm thick poplar veneers. About 320 g/m2 of the obtained wood 

adhesives was applied to the double faces of the veneer. The hot-press gluing 

condition are 1.25 MPa at a temperature of 160 °C for 6 min. The plywood 

samples were standby at room condition for at least 24 h before cutting. The 

plywood was then cut into 100×25×5 mm samples for measuring the dry and 

wet shear strengths. For wet shear strength testing, the plywood samples were 

soaked into cold tap water for 24 h and hot water (63 ± 3) °C for 3 h before 

measuring, according to the Chinese National Standard (GB/T 17657–2013). 

Six repeated samples were measured for the mean values and standard 

deviations.

2.3. Measurement of some basic properties of tannin/GDE wood adhesives

2.3.1. pH, viscosity and solid content testing

The pH values of the series of tannin/GDE wood adhesives were measured by 

using PHS-3C vale meter; The viscosity of those adhesives was tested with 

Brookfield DV-II+ Viscometer, utilizing spindle No. 4 with 30 rpm at room 

condition; small amount of wood adhesive samples (~3 g, recorded as W1) 

were put in the oven and heated (105 ± 2) °C till the weight difference between 

two adjacent times is less than 0.02 g, recorded as W2. The non-volatile resin 

solid content was calculated by the following formula: 

Solid content ¼ W2=W1 � 100 % (1) 

2.3.2. Hydrolysis residual rate calculating

Taking some liquid wood adhesive and put them into oven (103 ± 2) °C till the 

constant weight was obtained, recorded as M1. And then put those dried 

adhesive samples into the hot water at 60 °C for 6 h. After that taking the 

Table 1. The formulation of Tannin/GDE Wood Adhesives.

Names Mimosa Tannin (g) GDE (g) Distilled water (g)

Tannin/GDE-1/1 6.6 6.6 6.6
Tannin/GDE-2/1 8.8 4.4 6.6
Tannin/GDE-3/1 9.9 3.3 6.6
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immersed samples and putting them into oven again at 105 °C till the weight 

difference between two adjacent times is less than 0.02 g, recorded as M2. The 

residual rate was calculated by the following formula: 

Hydrolysis residual rate ¼ M2=M1 � 100 % (2) 

Five repeated measurement were carried out, which were calculated for the 

mean value and standard deviations.

2.3.3. Thermomechanical analysis (TMA)

The relationship between modulus of elasticity (MOE) and temperature was 

recorded and calculated by the inner-software procedure of TMA equipment 

(Mettler Toledo, Zurich, Switzerland), which using three-point bending test-

ing condition. Two pieces of beech wood, with the size of 17 × 5 × 1.1 mm3 

(Length × width × thickness), were assembled with 30 mg tannin/GDE wood 

adhesives to form a beech-resin-beech sandwiches structure. And then put the 

testing sample on the testing scaffolding. The testing was carried out between 

the perform temperature 30and 250°C with non-isothermal mode. The heat-

ing rate is 10°C/min with a constant value. Each sample specimens were 

exercised a 0.1/0.5 N force cycle, which was lasted 12 seconds (6s/6s) per 

cycle, on an 18 mm span.

2.3.4. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)

The thermal stability of tannin/GDE was investigated by the TGA 5500 

analysis (Mettler Toledo, Guyancourt, France). About 5–8 mg dried sample 

powder was put on a platinum pan, and then heating the sample to the desire 

temperature at a heating rate of 10°C/min, under a nitrogen atmosphere with 

the flow of 50 mL/min. The testing temperature was range from 25 to 790 °C.

2.4. The reaction mechanism between tannin and GDE

2.4.1. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR)

The tannin or tannin/GDE samples were cured (120 ± 2) °C for 2 h, and then 

got the powder by mortar. The FT-IR was done on a PerkinElmer Frontier 

ATR-FTMIR equipment. The sample powder was placed on the specifically 

dedicated testing site. And then tightly screwing the clamp device, ensuring 

the samples were contacted with transparent glass of the bottle of diamond 

crystal close-knit. The scan results of each sample were recorded with 32 scans 

between the wave range of 600 and 4000 cm−1, with the scan resolution of 

4 cm−1.

2.4.2. Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-ToF)

The samples for matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight 

(MALDI-ToF) analysis were homogeneous covered on the locations dedicated 
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analysis plaque before testing. Briefly, about 5 mg of samples were dissolved 

into 1 ml water/acetone mixture solution of 50:50 v/v firstly. And then, taking 

10 mg of the above solution, letting them mixed with 10 μl of a 2,5-dihydroxy 

benzoic acid (DHB) matrix to form a homogenous mixture and standby. 

Before covering with samples, the corresponding of locations dedicated ana-

lysis plaque were needed to cover with 2 μl NaCl solution, which is the 0.1 M in 

2:1 v/v methanol/water solution, and pre-dried. Finally, taking 1 μl sample 

solution and then covered on the corresponding of locations dedicated analy-

sis plaque and dried.

Red phosphorous was act as reference sample to standardize the device 

before testing each time. The MALDI-ToF spectra were obtained by using the 

Axima-Performance mass spectrometer from Shimadzu Biotech (Kratos 

Analytical Shimadzu Europe Ltd., Manchester, UK). The testing was carried 

out with a linear polarity-positive tuning mode. The measurements were taken 

by making 1000 profiles per sample with two shots accumulated per profile. 

The accuracy of the spectrum is ±1 Da.

2.4.3. Cross polarization-magic angle spinning (CP-MAS 13C NMR)

To investigate the chemical structure of tannin/GDE sample, CP-MAS 
13C NMR equipment was utilized. The spectra result was got by the 

AVANCE II 400 MHz spectrometer (Brüker, Billerica, MA, USA), which 

using 4 mm probe at a 12-kHz sample spin. The pulse duration time was 

4.1 μs at 90°, and the contact time is 2 ms with a pulse interval of 4 s. The 

tetramethyl silane (TMS) was served as control reference simple to determine 

the chemical shifts. The accuracy of the spectrum is ±1 ppm.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. The basic characterizations of tannin/GDE wood adhesive

A novel mimosa tannin-based high-performance wood adhesive was obtained 

by mixing tannin with glycerol diglyceryl ether (GDE) at room temperature in 

distilled water. GDE was chosen as crosslinker due not only to its lower toxicity 

than other epoxies[30–33] but also to improve the bond strength of the plywood 

so obtained. The most effective functional approach which originates from 

using GDE is that non-hydrolysable ether bonds can be formed with the tannin 

during the wood panels hot-pressing.[3] A foreseeable reaction and structure 

between tannin and GDE is shown in Figure 1. These ethers are obtained by the 

reaction of the tannin -OHs with the epoxy groups of GDE by water elimina-

tion, meanwhile, they could simultaneously enhance the stability of the cured 

resins by limiting resin degradation.[3] Therefore, tannin/GDE wood adhesives 

show a good bonding performance and water resistance. Table 2 shows the 

basic characterizations of tannin/GDE wood adhesives. The pH values are all 
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around 5 and 5.5. There does not appear to be any major difference in solids 

content, all being in the 63.5%-65.3% range. The viscosity of these adhesives, 

however, is significantly different, a higher viscosity being obtained for the 

higher proportions of tannin. The tannin: GDE weight ratios from 1:1, 2:1 and 

3:1, present viscosities of 3100 ± 156, 5600 ± 192 and 6480 ± 135 mPa·s, 

respectively. This indicates that GDE can effectively dilute the concentration 

of tannin/water solution so as to obtain a relatively lower viscosity than when 

the ratio of tannin/GDE is 1:1.

3.2. Performance analysis of tannin/GDE wood adhesive

3.2.1. Thermomechanical analysis (TMA)

The thermomechanical analysis curves have shown in Figure 2, which show the 

variation of Young’s modulus E (MOE) as a function of curing temperature.[7,23] 

A higher MOE is obtained by increasing the proportion of GDE, with the highest 

Figure 1. A foreseeable reaction and structure between tannin and GDE.

Table 2. The basic characterizations of tannin/GDE Wood Adhesives.

Adhesive types pH Solid content (%) Viscosity (mPa·s)

Tannin/GDE −1/1 5.47 65.3 3100 ± 156
Tannin/GDE −2/1 5.27 64.97 5600 ± 192
Tannin/GDE −3/1 5.01 63.5 6480 ± 135
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MOE being almost 7100 MPa when the ratio of tannin/GDE is 1:1, with the 

MOE becoming 5300 and 4800 MPa for tannin/GDE-2/1 and tannin/GDE-3/1, 

respectively. This infers that tannin/GDE-1/1 gives the best bonding perfor-

mance and this decreases for decreasing GDE proportions. Existing literature 

confirms this.[7,23,32,33] The shear strength of bonded specimens with tannin/ 

GDE adhesives also confirms this trend. Even though these wood adhesives start 

curing at the same initial temperature, around 125 °C, the highest MOE occurs at 

different temperatures for the different cases. Thus, for tannin/GDE-1/1, tannin/ 

GDE-2/1 and tannin/GDE-3/1, the obtained maximum elastic modulus tem-

perature is 170, 154 and 149 °C, respectively. It is most likely that more non- 

hydrolysable ether bonds could be formed during hot-pressing GDE increases. 

Therefore, more energy (a higher temperature) is needed during hot pressing to 

obtain a higher MOE and to form non-hydrolysable ether bonds. Figure 2 shows 

the MOE value sequence relationships clearly, i.e. tannin/GDE-1/1, tannin/GDE- 

2/1 and tannin/GDE-3/1. It can be speculated that the tannin/GDE adhesive has 

a higher thermal stability with higher proportion of GDE.[33] This kind of result 

can be deduced from the results of the thermogravimetric analysis.

3.2.2. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)

To investigate the thermal stability of fully cured series Tannin/GDE wood 

adhesives, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out. The corre-

sponding results curves of each samples and their first derivatives (DTG) are 

shown in Figure 3. There appears to be a three-stages thermal degradation 

process, thus, in the 50–150°C, 150–400°C and 400–600°C. DTG curves show 

three peaks as well, corresponding to the three thermal degradation stages. For 

Figure 2. Thermomechanical analysis (TMA) curves of Tannin/GDE adhesives with different 
proportion.
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the first one, in the low-temperature range, this weight loss was attributed to 

the residual water evaporation and some small molecular impurities 

degradation.[34,35] The second stage occurs in the 150–400 °C range, a small 

peak appearing in this temperature range, which corresponds to some 

unreacted GDE.[3] This is confirmed by the peak increasing at the higher 

proportions of GDE. Finally, the third degradation stage showing a large 

weight loss can occur in the 400–600°C range, is due to the degradation of 

the cured adhesive skeleton. Some more stable chemical bonds, such as 

C-C and C-O, are cleaved within this temperature range.[34–36] Remarkably,

with the increasing GDE addition, the degradation temperature shifts to

a higher value, while the weight loss rate shifts to a lower value. FT-IR analysis

shows a new bond structure being obtained during the curing process. Thus,

a new structure appears to be formed during the curing process, this con-

tributing to improve thermal stability of the wood adhesive.

3.2.3. Hydrolysis residual rate analysis

The hydrolysis residual rate is a parameter commonly used as an indicator to 

assess the hydrolytic stability of a cured wood adhesive.[20] It can be calculated 

by using the weight difference between the original weight of an adhesive and 

its non-hydrolyzable portion after a specific hydrolysis treatment.[11–13] The 

results for the tannin/GDE wood adhesives are shown in Table 3. As the 

proportion of tannin increases, the residual rate shows a decreasing trend, 

the lowest rate being 90.05 ± 0.037 for tannin/GDE-3/1. This indicates that the 

tannin/GDE-3/1 adhesive has the lowest proportion of non-hydrolysable 

material, thus poorer crosslinking. The residual rate increases with the 

decreasing amount of tannin, increased of 4% to 94.41 ± 0.031 for the 

tannin/GDE 2:1. This is so because of more non-hydrolysable ether bonds 

being formed. Same trend for the tannin/GDE-1/1 improved 6% to 

96.29 ± 0.023. These results are consistent with other research work using 

Figure 3. TGA (a) and DTG (b) curves of Tannin/GDE adhesives with different proportion (under air 
atmosphere).
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epoxy resin to improve bonding performance.[37,38] In addition, better bond-

ing strength can be obtained by increasing GDE but unfortunately to the 

expense of decreasing the proportion of biomaterials.

3.3. The bonding performance of tannin/GDE wood adhesives

To determine the bonding performance of the tannin/GDE wood adhesive, the 

dry, 24 h cold water and 3 h hot water shear strengths of the plywood bonded 

with them were measured. The results are shown in Figure 4. It can be seen 

that except for the 3 h hot water treatment wet shear strength of the tannin/ 

GDE-3/1 adhesive, all shear strength values meet the interior-use plywood 

requirements of China national standard (GB/T 9846–2015, ≥0.7 MPa). All 

tannin/GDE resins show an outstanding bonding performance for the dry and 

24 h cold water shear strength. As expected, the shear strength of the tannin/ 

GDE adhesives increases by increasing the amount of GDE. For the tannin/ 

GDE-1/1 adhesive shows the highest shear strength, namely 1.61 MPa for dry 

strength (over 95% wood failure), 1.37 MPa for 24 h cold water wet strength 

(over 95% wood failure) and 1.19 MPa for 3 h hot water shear strength (about 

85% wood failure), respectively. The causes of this results are more non- 

hydrolysable ether bonds have formed with the high amount of GDE. This 

conclusion is in line with the results for the residual rate. The GDE, most 

probably, acts in two ways: The first and most probable one is that the epoxy 

Table 3. Residual rate of tannin/GDE Wood Adhesives.

Adhesive types Tannin/GDE-1/1 Tannin/GDE-2/1 Tannin/GDE-3/1

Residual rate (%) 96.29 ± 0.023 94.41 ± 0.031 90.05 ± 0.037

Figure 4. The bonding performance of Tannin/GDE adhesives with different proportion.
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groups of GDE can react with -OH groups of tannin, resulting in tannin/GDE 

derived macromolecules forming the 3-D crosslinked network. The second 

one is that epoxy groups of GDE could also react with the -OH groups of the 

wood panels surface, but this is the less likely possibility. Hence, the poorer 

trend for shear strength of tannin/GDE-2/1 and tannin/GDE-3/1 compared to 

the tannin/GDE-1/1 adhesive. As shown in Figure 4, the shear strength of 

tannin/GDE-2/1 adhesive is 1.29 MPa for dry strength (over 95% wood fail-

ure), 1.07 MPa for 24 h cold water wet strength (about 85% wood failure) and 

0.82 MPa for 3 h hot water wet strength (about 50% wood failure), respec-

tively. While the dry shear strength and 24 h cold water shear strength is 1.09 

MPa (about 80% wood failure) and 0.83 MPa (about 35% wood failure) for the 

tannin/GDE-3/1 adhesive, these too having reached the relevant requirements. 

These trends are also confirmed by the results of the TMA analysis and of the 

residual rate. More water resistance compounds have formed during the ply-

wood hot-pressing with high amount of GDE to yield a better wet shear 

strength.

3.4. The reaction mechanism between tannin and GDE

3.4.1. Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra analysis

For investigating the functional groups changing after cured adhesives, the 

Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) analysis was used to study the variation 

of functional groups after adhesives curing. The resulting spectra are shown 

in Figure 5. Raw tannin was used as control (black spectrum). The spectra of 

the tannin/GDE adhesives present a similar chemical structure than raw 

tannin. An intense broad absorption band (region Ⅰ in Figure 5(a)) between 

3200 and 3500 cm−1 is associated with -OH group of aromatic and aliphatic 

stretching vibration.[34,39,40] Although here also have some difference 

Figure 5. FT-IR spectra comparison of raw tannin and tannin/GDE wood adhesives. (a) The 
wavenumber is from 600–4000 cm-1; (b) The wavenumber is from 600–2000 cm-1.
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between all four samples, it is still unidentifiable if some change occurs in the 

number of -OH during the reaction between tannin and GDE. This is so 

because a new -OH group will be generated by the opening of epoxide ring 

when GDE reacts with the -OH group of tannin, leaving the same the 

apparent number of -OH groups. Some characteristic peaks can be seen in 

the Figure 5(b), 1607, 1508 and 1447 cm−1 are related to stretching vibration 

peaks of aromatic ring of the tannin structure.[20,41,42] The peak at 1022 cm−1

represents the C-O bond stretching vibration, which probably originates 

from aliphatic C-OH.[20]

Some apparent changes can be noticed. In Figure 5(a), 2933 and 2860 cm−1 

in the region Ⅱ of the four samples, which are attributed to the C-H bond 

vibration of -CH2- or/and -CH3.[7,34] Especially in the tannin/GDE wood 

adhesive samples, the ratio of peaks in the contoured region Ⅱ are clearly 

greater than in the raw tannin case. These -CH2- groups are mainly coming 

from the GDE and some carbohydrate impurities of the tannin extract. 

According to some literatures, the peak of 910 cm−1 should be attributed to 

oxirane rings if it cannot fully reaction with tannin.[43] Nevertheless, this peak 

had disappeared after reaction with tannin. Therefore, one can consider that 

the epoxide groups of GDE have fully reacted with the tannin. Moreover, 

further evidence can be found in Figure 5(b) black-dotted line, i.e. the peak of 

1078 cm−1 is attributed to an ether -C-O- bond,[3] obtained by the GDE 

reaction with the tannin. A small peak at 1078 cm−1 can also be seen in the 

raw tannin, this being attributed to the tannin heterocycle ring. This peak has 

increased clearly after reaction with GDE. Therefore, these results can suggest 

that GDE has indeed reacted with the tannin.

3.4.2. MALDI-ToF analysis

MALDI-ToF mass spectrometry is now used to determine the tannin oligomers 

formed and their distribution.[36,44,45] As we all known, there are four typical 

oligomers, which are shown in Figure 6, i.e. Fisetinidin (272.3 + 2 H = 274.3 Da), 

Robinetinidin (288.3 + 2 H = 290.3 Da), Catechin (288.3 + 2 H = 290.3 Da) and 

Delphinidin (304.3 + 2 H = 306.3 Da), respectively, are the basic structure units 

of mimosa tannin-based GDE wood adhesive. Therefore, some foreseeable 

reaction structures can be speculated according to those monomer structural 

units. And the MALDI-ToF spectrum of tannin/GDE-1/1 has been done and is 

shown in Figure 7.

From Figure 7, some regular peak-to-peak gaps can be observed, giving 

a sequence of peaks such as 273.9 Da, 544.4 Da and 819.4 Da; 560.5 Da and 

831.0 Da; 1049.8 Da and 1320.9 Da; 1561.4 (1535.4 + 23) Da and 1806.8. 

A 272.3–274.3 Da±2 Da (with or without Na+) repeating unit is then present 

indicating that fisetinidin (Fi) units are present in the sample.[45,46]

Identically, a series of peaks, including 576.4 Da, 892.1 (866.7 + 23) Da, 

1155 Da and 1443.3 Da; 784.7 Da, 1097.9 (1073 + 23) Da, 1631.2 Da and 
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1639.0 Da, were separated by a 288.3–290.3 Da±2 Da repeating units. Thus, 

robinetinidin (Ro) or catechin (Ca) repeating units, or both, are present.[10,46]

For the same reason, the presence of delphinidin (De) units at 304.3–-

306.3 Da±2 Da can be deduced from the series of peaks, such as 305.1 Da, 

608.5 Da, 939.3 (914.5 + 23) Da and 1222.1/1220.0 Da; 803.3 Da, 1101.7 Da 

and 1429.6 (1409.2 + 23) Da.[45,46]

Moreover, because of reaction of tannin with GDE, it can more complex 

oligomers are also obtained. And the complex obtained-structure always 

derived from the tannin basic units linked by GDE. Evidence of these can be 

seen in Figure 7. For instance, the peak at 768.9 Da probable is that GDE act as 

crosslinker to linked two tannin oligomers:

Or three kinds of tannin oligomers are linked by the GDE molecules, such 

as the peak 1278.5 Da:

Furthermore, some large crosslinked molecules can be obtained due to the 

presence of the GDE crosslinker, such as the peak at 1561 Da:

and of a more complex structure, as the peak at 2172.5 Da:

Hence, it can be deduced that GDE has reacted with the tannin during the 

curing process. The abovementioned peaks and structures are only a few 

representative formulas among the all peaks of MALDI-ToF spectrum, the 

more some foreseeable tannin or GDE derived products where been specu-

lated and listed in Table S1.

Figure 6. The four basic type structures of mimosa tannin.
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Figure 7. The MALDI-TOF spectra of tannin/GDE wood adhesive (tannin/GDE-1/1), (a) 200–600 Da, 
(b) 600–1000 Da, (c) 1000–1400 Da, (d) 1400–1800 Da and (e) 1800–2200 Da.
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3.4.3. CP-MAS 13C NMR analysis

CP-MAS 13C NMR was used to investigate the tannin/GDE-1/1. The spectrum 

obtained is shown in Figure 8. The relatively broad and intense peak at 69.04 ppm 

is possibly a composite peak. It is composed of the alcohol -OHs of the carbohy-

drates oligomers still present in the tannin extract.[47] This broad peak is super-

imposed on and composed too of the 72 ppm signal being the alcoholic -OH on 

the tannin heterocycle ring at C3.[47,48] Secondly, it is superimposed on the 

products from the tannin C3-OH reacted with GDE, and possibly of the tannin 

extract carbohydrate residues with the GDE too, so that structures such as -O- 

CH2-CH2OH-CH2-R can be obtained, which should have a shift of 70.7 ppm.[44] 

Therefore, the centre of this composite peak at 69.04 ppm can indicate that the 

reaction has occurred between tannin extract components and GDE and that 

their reaction site is on the tannin C3 position, but opens the possibility that the 

tannin extract carbohydrate residues have also reacted with GDE. In addition, the 

peak at 40.8 ppm is related to the -CH2-bridges, involving the GDE or the derived 

products of GDE. Furthermore, a small shoulder peak at 154.45 ppm, which 

possible belongs to the C5 or C7 of A-aromatic ring.[44,47,48] The peak at 150.14 

ppm is possibly the structure obtained from the GDE reacted with tannin at the 

site C5,[44] while the peak at 133.42 ppm is the C1 of flavonoid units.[47] However, 

compared with the peak 69.04 ppm, it can be speculated that GDE mostly can 

react with tannin at its C3 site with the clear possibility that it has reacted also with 

the tannin extract carbohydrates. The peak at 40.6 ppm indicates the presence of 

a certain extent rearrangement of the tannin to catechinic acid, an unwanted 

rearrangement that cannot be completely avoided.[49,50] The peak characteristic of 

epoxy groups should appear at 46.4 ppm, but this kind of peak cannot be detected 

which indicates that the GDE has fully reacted with the tannin extract.

Figure 8. Solid state 13C NMR spectrum of tannin/GDE-1/1 sample.
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4. Conclusions

A series of tannin-based wood adhesives were prepared via mixing commercial 

Mimosa tannin and GDE directly without any pre-treatment. In addition, this 

series of adhesives present a good bonding performance and water resistance 

due to the present of non-hydrolysable ether bonds which are formed by 

reaction of tannin and GDE. The tannin/GDE-1/1 adhesive shows the highest 

shear strength, namely 1.61 MPa for dry strength, 1.37 MPa for 24 h cold water 

wet strength and 1.19 MPa for 3 h hot water shear strength, respectively. 

Moreover, the residual rate can be improved by the GDE addition and present 

a positive correlation trend. With the increasing of GDE addition, its residual 

rate passed from 90.05 for tannin/GDE-3/1 to 96.29 for tannin/GDE-1/1, hence 

it was improved by over 6%. Furthermore, the thermal stability has improved 

and exhibits the same trend as the residue rate. From the results obtained by FT- 

IR, MALDI-ToF and 13C NMR, the typical reaction between tannin and GDE 

has occurred between the epoxy groups of GDE with -OH groups of the tannin 

extract, resulting in non-hydrolysable ether bonds. Furthermore, these ether 

bonds are most likely sited at the C3 of the flavonoid units heterocyclic ring, of 

the carbohydrate oligomer residues in the tannin extract, and C5 or C7 site of 

A-ring, according to the 13C NMR results.
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ABSTRACT
Lignin was successfully modified to prepare a bio-based wood
adhesive by just two synthesis steps: demethylation and peri-
odate oxidation. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-
IR), Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization Time of Flight
(MALDI-TOF) Mass Spectrometry and Thermomechanical
Analysis (TMA) were combined to characterize the bio-based
adhesives obtained. Furthermore, the adhesion performance of
the bio-based lignin adhesive was measured by testing the
tensile shear strength of the bonded joints. The results show
that demethylated lignin gives to the wood joint acceptable
dry shear strength, but no wet shear strength. Thus, sodium
peroxide (NaIO4) oxidant was used to improve the bonding
performance of lignin-based adhesives. The optimal formula-
tion for oxidized demethylated lignin adhesives was found to
be by 20% addition of NaIO4. The adhesive presented is
a lignin-derived non- aldehyde addition, high biomass content,
and its preparation is convenient, low-cost product and can be
applied to wood bonding.
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1. Introduction

Duo to the increasing concern about the depletion of fossil fuels and the
increasing awareness of environmental problems, a considerable number of
research works have focused on the use of biomass materials.[1] Thus, lignin
being the second most abundant natural organic polymer after cellulose, it has
attracted increasing attention from researchers.[2] As a suitable starting mate-
rial for some valuable small molecular weight aromatic compounds or polymer
products, its structural, chemical and physical properties have been analyzed
by using various technological methods.[3–5] There are three different main
types of phenyl-propane monomers units, these being p-coumaryl alcohol(H),
coniferyl alcohol(G), and sinapyl alcohol(S).[6–10] However, because of complex
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structures, broad chemical differences, and low reactivity, lignin-based com-
modity materials haven’t been commercialized widely, despite their high
availability.[11] Therefore, most lignin resources are generally used as an
industrial energy source.[12,13] Fortunately, in the literature are reported mod-
ified lignin uses varying from the synthesis of polymer products for
adhesives[14–17], resins[18,19] and plastics[20,21], as well as modifications to try
to modify and commercialize such modified lignins.

Many kinds of lignin modification methods, such as demethylation[11,19,22,23],
hydroxy-methylation[6,24] and phenolation[25–27], oxidation[28], etc., have been
reported which can be effective to improve the reactivity of lignin. Among these,
demethylation appears to be an effective and prospective method[22,23] as under
mild reaction conditions some aromatic methoxy groups are converted to
phenolic hydroxyl groups. As a consequence, the proportion of reactive sites
will increase as a greater proportion of catechol moieties is present in lignin, and
its reactivity improved.[11,19]

In recent years, many efficient demethylation methods have been reported,
such as, under acid conditions, by using hydrogen iodide[29], hydrogen
chloride[30], and other diverse hydrolysis reactions, and fungal (white rot
fungi or brown rot fungi)[31] and bacteria (Pseudomonas or Sphingomonas)
based methods.[32] All of these have been used to convert the aromatic
methoxy groups to phenolic hydroxyl groups. Nevertheless, some drawbacks
have been cited, including environmental issue (like the acid condition), high
temperature (up to 225°C)[11], long processing time (almost 6 h)[22,31], and
high pressure.[23] Therefore, another more suitable approaches should be
selected to replace such extreme reaction conditions. Some studies indicated
that a kind of traditional papermaking method was commonly used to treat
raw lignin in the demethylation process where a nucleophile substitution
reaction occurs between hydroxyl and sulfite ions with lignin being con-
verted to form sulfite pulp.[11] Furthermore, the aryl methyl ethers of aro-
matic compounds are cleaved by nucleophilic substitution reactions with
sulfite ions, resulting in a decrease of the methoxy group content and in
reactivity increases of modified lignin. The demethylation route of lignin is
shown in Figure 1. Because lignin after demethylation has more phenolic
hydroxyl groups, demethylation-treated lignin has been considered as the
starting material to react with formaldehyde and for preparing phenol-
formaldehyde (PF) resin.[11,17] However, such preparation systems still
involve formaldehyde and thus more environment friendly approaches to
prepare eco-friendly wood adhesives have become a focus of interest.

Oxidation is a commonly used method in starch-based wood adhesives
production.[33] Recently, the specific oxidation of plant flours has attracted the
attention of some researchers as regards their effectiveness for adhesives
application.[34,35] Periodate is a specific oxidant cleaving carbon to carbon
bonds presenting vicinal aliphatic hydroxyl groups to form aldehydes and
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dialdehydes.[34–38] Often the structural units within lignin presents on their ali-
phatic part both hydroxyl groups vicinal to the β-O-4 bonds to another lignin unit.
The β-O-4 linkage is easily cleaved by an oxidant so that aldehydes and possibly
also dialdehydes are generated. In addition, the greater proportion of aromatic
hydroxyl groups have generated by demethylation thereby increasing aromatic
ring reactivity. Hence, the aldehydes generated by periodate oxidation are likely to
react with hydroxyl-activated reactive phenolic sites contributing to form
a stronger hardened network. Such an adhesive could be classified as a biobased
product.

This work is then aimed to prepare a novel lignin-derived, high biomass
content wood adhesive with no exterior-added aldehydes by two steps: demethy-
lation and oxidation, and to test its bonding performance as a wood adhesive.
Demethylated lignin was synthesized under a moderate condition by using
sodium sulfite as a catalyst to be then directly mixed sodium periodate (NaIO4)
at atmospheric pressure. The lignin-based adhesives so obtained were character-
ized by thermomechanical analysis (TMA), Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR)
spectroscopy and Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionisation Time of Flight
(MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry as well as testing them for wood bonding.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

The ingredients of the adhesives including commercial corn lignin were
supplied by Jinan yanghai environmental protection materials co. LTD,
Jinan, Shandong province, China. Sodium periodate (NaIO4, 99%), Sodium
sulfite (Na2SO3, 97%), sodium hydroxide (NaOH, 99%) were supplied by
Sigma-Aldrich. All chemical reagents were analytical grade, without further
purification. Deionized water (DI) was produced in the laboratory.

Figure 1. The reaction of lignin demethylation.
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Rotary-cut poplar (Populus deltoides) 2 mm thick air-dried veneers, of
45 × 45 cm2 nominal dimensions were selected to prepare the bonded wood
samples.

2.2. Preparation process

2.1.1. Preparation of demethylated lignin
The demethylated lignin was obtained as follows. Briefly, 16 g corn lignin
and 24 g deionized water were added into a 250 mL three-neck round
bottomed flask with magnetic stirring. After the lignin is dispersed in
water, NaOH (33% concentration) was used to adjust the pH to 8.0–8.5.
1 g sodium sulfite was then added into the mixture. At the same time, the
water bath was heated to 90°C and the mixture was kept at reflux for 2 h to
obtain the solution of demethylated lignin (DL). The demethylated lignin-
based solutions were prepared according to this method in all subsequent
steps.

2.1.2. Preparation of demethylated lignin-based wood adhesives
A series of wood adhesives were prepared by as follows: lignin (L) or
demethylated lignin (DL) was blended with a certain amount of NaIO4.
The weight of NaIO4 was based on the lignin dry weight, from 0-30%, and
then the preparation of the- adhesives so obtained was recorded as L (0%
addition of NaIO4), L-10 (10% addition of NaIO4), DL, DL-5, DL-10, DL-15,
DL-20, DL-25, DL-30, respectively. When all parts of the adhesives were
ready, they were mixed together rapidly under manual stirring for
1–2 minutes. After testing, the viscosity of the lignin-based adhesives was
between 225–245 mPa•s, and their solid content was between 32.5%-38.3%.

2.1.3. Preparation and testing of wood specimens with bio-based wood
adhesives
Two-layers (Figure 2a) wood specimens were prepared for shear strength
testing as already reported previously.[39] The final sample size (L × W × H)
of each specimen was 100 × 25 × 3 mm3, and its adhesive area is
25 × 25 mm2. The wood bonding samples were prepared according to the
following steps. First, the wood adhesives were obtained by treating lignin
with different ratio of NaIO4 (from 0%-30%), based on dry lignin
weight. Second, rotary-cut poplar veneers (each piece 200 × 100 × 2 mm3)
were coated evenly with the glue mix (at a spread of 300 g/m2). Third, the
adjacent veneers were assembled with the wood grain direction parallel. The
veneers so assembled were then hot-pressed at 0.75 N/mm2 and a tempera-
ture of 160°C for 4min to form a two-layers wood composite. Three layers
wood plywood panels (Figure 2b, the wood grain direction of adjacent
veneer was perpendicular to each other) were also prepared using the same
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procedure as above by addition of 0 %, 15% and 20% NaIO4, respectively.
The glue spread used was of 300 g/m2 double glue line; hot-pressing was
carried out at 0.75 N/mm2 at 160°C for 6 minutes. Finally, each joint was
conditioned at ambient temperature and an equilibrium moisture content of
12% for 2 days.

Dry shear strength, 24 h wet shear strength and 2 h boiled water shear
strength of all sample were tested according to China National Standard GB/
T 14074 (2006)[40], China National Standard GB/T17657 (1999)[41] and
British Standard BS 1204 (1993).[42] The tests were carried out by using an
Instron 3300 dual column universal testing machine (Instron France,
Elancourt, France) at a head rate of 2 mm/min. The standards required
minimum average shear strength values for all samples had to be equal to
or greater than 0.7 MPa. Each test was replicated six times to obtain the
calculated mean values.

2.2. Thermomechanical analysis (TMA)

The lignin-based adhesives were tested by thermomechanical analysis
according to a method used previously.[43,44] The modulus of elasticity
(MOE) of the sample resins was measured in three-point bending using
TMA equipment (Mettler Toledo, Zurich, Switzerland). The testing samples
were prepared by beech-resin-beech sandwiches formed by two small wood
plies (17 × 5 × 1.1 mm3, Longitudinal×Radial×Tangential) joined with 30 mg
of the adhesives. TMA analysis was conducted in non-isothermal mode
between 25°C to 250°C, at a constant heating rate of 10°C/min, on a span

Figure 2. Thermomechanical analysis (TMA) curves of different lignin-based adhesives.
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of 18 mm exercising a force cycle of 0.1/0.5 N on the specimens, with each
force cycle of 12 seconds (6s/6s). The Modulus of Elasticity (MOE) of the
specimens as a function of time and temperature was recorded for all
formulations.

2.3. FT-IR analyses

All the sample extracts were analyzed with a PerkinElmer Frontier ATR-FT-
MIR provided with an ATR Miracle diamond crystal. The powder and liquid
samples were laid on the diamond eye (1.8 mm) of the ATR equipment and the
contact for the sample was ensured by tightly screwing the clamp device. Each
extract was scanned registering the spectrum with 32 scans with a resolution of
4 cm−1 in the wave number range between 600 and 4000 cm−1.

2.4. MALDI-TOF analysis

Samples for matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight
(MALDI-TOF) analysis were prepared by first dissolving 5 mg of sample
powder in 1 mL of a 50:50 v/v acetone/water solution. Then, 10 mg of this
solution was added to 10 μL of a 2,5-dihydroxy benzoic acid (DHB) matrix.
The locations dedicated to the samples on the analysis plaque were first
covered with 2 μL of NaCl solution 0.1 M in 2:1 v/v methanol/water and pre-
dried. Then, 1 μL of the sample solution was placed on its dedicated location,
and the plaque was dried again. Red phosphorous was used to standardize
the MALDI equipment.

MALDI-TOF spectra were obtained by means of an Axima Performance
mass spectrometer from Shimadzu Biotech (Kratos Analytical Shimadzu
Europe Ltd., Manchester, UK) using a linear polarity-positive tuning mode.
The measurements were taken by making 1000 profiles per sample with two
shots accumulated per profile. The spectrum precision is of +1 Da.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. TMA analysis

The Young’s modulus E (MOE) for each case tested can be calculated by
using the classical mechanics relation between force and deflection.[43–45] The
TMA curves of all samples are shown in Figure 3. This shows the MOE
values of the series of samples bonded with lignin alone and oxidized
demethylated lignin-based adhesives by adding different amount of NaIO4

to the demethylated lignin. Increasing the proportion of NaIO4 from 0% to
20% causes the MOE to progressively increase and reach the maximum value
at 20% NaIO4 addition. This infers that the best bonding performance is
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likely to occur for a 20% NaIO4 treatment.[46,47] It is also consistent with the
shear strength test results of wood specimens, which shows that 20% addition
of NaIO4 to the lignin adhesives yields the best bonding performance.
Furthermore, due to the hypothesis of the generation of aldehyde groups
by periodate cleavage of aliphatic carbon-carbon bonds carrying hydroxyl
groups, the aldehyde groups so generated can react with the lignin sites to
yield increased cross-linking of the final hardened network.[33,34] These
results are supported by the findings of the MALDI-TOF analysis.
Nevertheless, an excessive addition of periodate, more than 20%, has an
adverse effect on bonding performance due to further conversion of the
aldehyde groups into carboxyl groups, consequently decreasing the possibi-
lity of cross-linking with the aromatic lignin rings.[33] As shown in Figure 3,
as the proportion of NaIO4 added increases above 20%, a decreasing trend
can be observed for the MOE values measured by TMA.

3.2. FT-IR analysis

Fourier transform Infrared (FT-IR) spectra of the pure lignin (L) and
demethylated lignin (DL) samples are shown in Figure 4. The results
show that the main functional groups of the demethylated lignin sample
are still the same as those of the original lignin. Thus, as for the spectra of
all curves in Figure 4, the broad absorption bands at 3362 cm−1, is attrib-
uted to the aromatic and aliphatic -OH groups characteristic of the FT-IR
spectrum of lignin.[11,48] Moreover, the absorption bands at 1588 cm−1,
1502 cm−1 and 1416 cm−1 were assigned to the aromatic ring vibrations of
the phenyl-propane skeleton in all samples.[47,48] The peak at 1331 cm−1

and 828 cm−1 are assigned to the aromatic C-H in plane deformation
vibration of the syringyl moieties of lignin. A peak at 1119 cm−1, is related

Figure 3. The diagrammatic drawing of wood bonding specimens: (a) for two-layers sample, (b)
for three-layers sample.
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to the aromatic C-H in the guaiacyl moiety of lignin.[49] The band at
2927 cm−1 was related to the C-H vibration of -CH2 and -CH3 groups.
According to the literatures, the peaks at 2841 cm−1 and 1455 cm−1can be
attributed to the vibration of -O-CH3 groups.

[11,49] In Figure 4 it is notice-
able, nevertheless, that some differences between pure- and demethylated
lignin do occur. For example, in the contoured region the ratio of the
aromatic skeletal vibrations at 2841 cm−1 and 1455 cm−1 in DL were
lower than in pure L. This was due to the structure of lignin, as more -O-
CH3 groups were converted into hydroxyl groups during the demethylation
process. It can then be suggested that demethylation occurred successfully.

3.3. MALDI-TOF analysis

MALDI-TOF has already been used to analysize the different oligomers
formed by lignin modification.[50,51] Some larger molecular weight species
are noticeable in the MALDI-TOF spectra, these being dimers, trimers or
higher oligomers derived from the three typical lignin species (H, G and S)
linkages by β-O-4 (approximately 40-60%), α-O-4, β-β, β-5, 5-5´.[26,52]

Therefore, the MALDI-TOF analysis investigates the different oligomers
existing in the oxidized demethylated lignin adhesive.

In Figures 6–10 are shown the results of the MALDI-TOF analysis of the
different oligomers formed in the preparation of the oxidized demethylated
lignin-based adhesives. According previous works, the main foreseeable
structure formulas of our lignin-based resins is shown in Table 1. Figure 6
shows the presence of some low molecular weight lignin oligomers as well,

Figure 4. FTIR spectra (4000–600 cm−1) of neat corn lignin (L) and demethylated corn lignin (DL).
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such as 196.4 (demethylated monomer S) and 231.5(monomer S) Da, gener-
ated by the partial depolymerization of lignin. And the same results appear in
Figure S1 (180.7 Da, monomer G) and Figure S4 (197.7 Da, demethylated
monomer S and 255.6 Da, monomer S). These are consistent with lignin
depolymerized monomers or demethylated lignin mentioned in previous
studies.[2,10,50,51] In the MALDI-TOF spectrum of lignin (Figure S1) and
demethylated lignin (Figure 6 and Figure S4), evidence of demethylation
has been found, such as the peak at 210.5 Da (Figure S1) being monomer
S, the peak at 197.7 Da (Figure S4) and 196.4 Da (Figure 6) being demethy-
lated structures of monomer S. The 410.2 Da peak in Figure S2 is G-β-O-4-S,
while the peaks corresponding to demethylated G-β-O-4-S, are at 412.9 Da
(Figure S5) and 418.3 Da (Figure 7). All these attest that the lignin has been
demethylated, and the results are confirmed by FTIR as well.

Thus, the evidence above indicates that the ether bond of the β-O-4
linkage too was cleaved easily by the periodate, even with this reaction
conducted under mild conditions (cf. Figure 5).[29,52] This is one of the
reasons for lignin being depolymerized under the experimental conditions
used. As a consequence of the cleavage of the β-O-4 aryl ether, the aliphatic
phenolic -OH content increased.[53] There are two possible reactions in the
conversion of aliphatic hydroxyl groups to aldehyde groups processes. One

Figure 5. The ether bond of β-O-4 linkage in lignin.

Figure 6. MALDI-TOF spectrum of oxidized demethylated of lignin resin: 20 − 300 Da.
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concerns the conversion of some lignin aliphatic hydroxyls to aldehyde
groups according to the proportion of NaIO4 addition.[35] Subsequently,
the aldehyde groups can link with demethylated lignin monomers to form
larger oligomers and networks. Due to the demethylation more reactive sites
have been generated. Nevertheless, an excessive amount of NaIO4 can also
produce some negative effects. Thus, it can convert aldehyde groups to
carboxyl groups thereby losing the possibility of reacting them with lignin.
The other effect that could occur is that the lignin aromatic rings could be
cleaved by the periodate at the carbon-carbon bonds carrying vicinal phe-
nolic hydroxyls, resulting in the formation of small molecular weight alde-
hydes, such as veratraldehyde (Ver), glyoxal (Gly), malonaldehyde (Mal) and
others. This explanation however might be incorrect as the evidence of small
molecular weight aldehydes gathered by the MALDI-TOF spectra can have
a different origin. This is the case of glyoxal (58 Da + 23 Da Na+ = 81 Da)

Figure 7. MALDI-TOF spectrum of oxidized demethylated of lignin resin: 300 − 600 Da.

Figure 8. MALDI-TOF spectrum of oxidized demethylated of corn lignin resin: 600 − 900 Da.
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generated by the cleavage of the β-O-4 linkage and the aliphatic -CH2-OH
terminal group of a lignin unit. It’s interesting that some other small mole-
cular weight aldehydes were observed in Figure 6, such as the peaks at
136.7 Da and 153.6 Da. These aldehydes are most likely to have been
involved in reactions to produce some dimer, trimer or higher oligomers.
Figures 7–9 show the species obtained by condensation of lignin monomers
to dimers, trimers or higher oligomers linked by oxidation-generated alde-
hyde groups. For instance, some condensed structure can be foreseeable from
MALDI-TOF spectra, as shown in Figure 10. It is precisely because of the
extensive crosslinking forming a complex hardened network that the bond-
ing performance of bio-based lignin adhesives is improved.

Figure 9. MALDI-TOF spectrum of oxidized demethylated of corn lignin resin: 600 − 1200 Da.

Figure 10. Examples of condensed structures and their peaks in Da as identified by MALDI-TOF
(Table 1).
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4. Bonding performance tests of bio-based lignin adhesives

The bonding strength results, including dry, 24 h cold water and 2 h boiled
water wet shear strength, of wood specimens bonded with lignin-based
adhesives are shown in Figure 11. For the pure lignin-based adhesives, the
dry bond strength of two-layers wood bonding samples passed from 0.86
MPa to 1.15 MPa, when adding 10% of NaIO4 as shown in Figure 11a.
Demethylated lignin is more reactive.[11,24] Moreover, it is obvious that the
dry shear strength of wood specimens bonded with pure lignin-based adhe-
sives is significantly lower than that of the samples bonded demethylated
lignin-based adhesives. Furthermore, the wet shear strength (24 h cold water
and 2 h boiled water) of samples bonded with pure lignin-based adhesives
have not been acquired, while the 24 h cold water shear strength has been
obtained when using demethylated lignin-based adhesives.

Figure 11a indicates as well that, the shear strength presents
a tendency to increase first and then decrease with the increasing
proportion of NaIO4. When the minimum additive of NaIO4 was 10%,
starting to obtain the wet shear strength of wood bonding samples after
24 h cold water immersion. Subsequently, the 2 h boiled water wet shear
strength can be acquired when NaIO4 addition proportion reached at
15%. As shown in Figure 11a, the results show that the shear strength
reaches its highest value for 20% addition of NaIO4, namely 1.72 MPa
for dry strength, 0.72 MPa for 24 h cold water wet strength and 0.55
MPa for 2 h boiled water wet strength, respectively. The causes of this is
the higher number of aldehydes generated capable of reacting with the
higher number of free aromatic sites on demethylated lignin. Moreover,
by adding the periodate to the lignin and then applying this adhesive at
ambient temperature on the wood, when the wood is in the hot press
then even the cellulose and hemicelluloses of the wood substrate/surface

Figure 11. Bonding strength of different lignin/demethylated lignin-based adhesives: (a) for
2-layers; (b) for 3-layers.
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can to a small extent oxidize forming dialdehydes.[35] Under these con-
ditions, the dialdehydes so formed will promote wood bonding.
Nevertheless, the shear strength will gradually decrease when the amount
of NaIO4 added is greater than 20% (i.e. 25% and 30%), as shown in
Figure 11a. This is due to the excess of NaIO4 oxidant converting the
aldehyde groups originally formed into unreactive carboxyl groups.[33,34]

The shear strength results of three-layers lignin-based plywood samples
are shown in Figure 11b. Apparently, the maximum shear strength
appears again at 20% addition of NaIO4, 1.08 MPa for dry strength,
0.41 MPa for 24 h cold water wet strength and 0.31 MPa for 2 h boiled
water wet strength, respectively. This trend is similar to that for the two-
layers bonded samples shown in Figure 11a. In summary, these results
show that the bond strength can be increased by adding in moderation
the specific oxidant NaIO4 when using demethylated lignin as a wood
adhesive. The wet shear strength of oxidized demethylated lignin-based
adhesives, nevertheless, is inferior to the requirements of the China
national standard[54] (GB/T 9846–2015, ≥0.7 MPa). Therefore, some
further modifications will need to be implemented in further research
work to reach the relative standard requirements for this aspect.

5. Conclusion

In summary, a convenient two-steps method: demethylation and oxidation, to
prepare bio-based oxidation demethylated lignin adhesive has been demonstrated.
The process of demethylation can improve the reactivity of lignin because of some
methoxy groups being converted to phenolic hydroxyl groups by a nucleophilic
substitution reaction so that more reactive sites on lignin can be generated.
A specific oxidant (NaIO4) was brought into the reaction system to improve the
adhesion performance of demethylated lignin wood adhesives. It is precisely
because of its specific oxidation that aldehyde groups were generated capable of
reacting with demethylated lignin. This results in a more cross-linked hardened
network, yielding a better bond strength and a certain level of water resistance.
The adhesion strengths of bonded wood specimens reach amaximum value when
the amount ofNaIO4 is 20%. It is thus shown that the kind of adhesive presented is
a lignin adhesive without exterior aldehydes been added but with lignin-generated
aldehydes by periodate treatment, presenting a high biomass content, of rather
convenient preparation, low-cost and applicable to wood bonding.
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13C NMR analysis
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3.8 Bio-mousses NIPU condensées à base et tanin-glucose de résistance au feu 
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a b s t r a c t

Glucose-based self-blowing non-isocyanate polyurethanes foams were prepared in our previous work.
They showed excellent properties comparable to commercial foams by just using a simple preparation
procedure. These foams, nevertheless, present a critical drawback that is their flammability. In the
research presented here a natural phenolic compound, condensed tannin, was tested as a flame-
retardant to improve the fire resistance of glucose-based NIPU foams. A number of tannin-substituted
glucose-based NIPU foams (mimosa tannin replacing glucose at 0%, 25% and 50%, respectively) were
prepared and characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Fourier transform infrared spec-
troscopy (FT-IR), Thermogravimetric analysis (TG), ignition experiment and limiting oxygen index (LOI).
Other physical and mechanical properties, such as foaming processes, density, compression strength, etc.
were also investigated. The results indicated that the tannin-modified glucose-based NIPU foams (T/G (1/
3)-Fs and (T/G (1/1)-Fs)) exhibit smaller mean cell size, improved compression strength and higher
density than (T/G (0/4)-Fs). The FT-IR analysis showed that urethane linkages were formed, the chemical
structure of glucose-based NIPU foam being nonetheless preserved even if the glucose was partially
replaced by the condensed tannin. Thermogravimetric analysis showed that the presence of condensed
tannin decreased the thermal stability of the tannin-glucose NIPU foam composites slightly. In addition,
ignition experiments were also carried out in which the glucose-based NIPU foams with a condensed
tannin showed longer burning time than neat (T/G (0/4)-Fs). Finally, limiting oxygen index (LOI) values
from 17.5% to 25.5%, show a higher value with the increasing condensed tannin substitution.

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Polyurethane foams (PUs), being light-weight, and presenting
excellent insulating property, as well as superior mechanical
properties, have been extensively utilized in buildings as thermal
and acoustic insulation materials [1e3]. However, PUs exhibit
substantial drawbacks, including toxic and expensive raw mate-
rials, flammability and dripping after combustion, even though
they are widely utilized [4].

Demands for safer, non-toxic and inexpensive materials have
driven researchers to explore new technologies and starting

materials. Lignin [5e7], tannin [8e10], sugar [11,12], forestry and
agriculture waste [6,13,14] and other natural hydroxy-carrying
compounds, are typical biomass resources that as partial or com-
plete replacement of petroleum-based polyhydric alcohols have
been tried to prepare PUs. It is the most commonly utilized strategy
and this kind of foams is known, incorrectly, as “bio-foams”. Be-
sides, another one is that non-isocyanate strategies for PU foams
have been reported in the literature [15,16]. For example, such a
latter approach used easily available, cost-effective materials and
methods, such as the aminolysis of five-membered cyclic carbon-
ates, to replace isocyanate when making PUs [4,17e22]. Unfortu-
nately, some shortcomings were still discovered, including harsh
reaction conditions and environment (high temperature, catalyst)
[23], high toxic reagent (epichlorohydrin) [22] and high pressure
[18,20].

We had initially sought a more environment friendly
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preparation strategy recently. Fortunately, a bio-mass resource-
based (mimosa tannin, a condensed tannin), low temperature
(around 90 �C) and atmospheric pressure synthesis route was
found [24,25]. Meanwhile, the glucose-based NIPUs so prepared
have been used for wood coatings and wood bonding as well as to
prepare foams [11,12,26]. The open cell foams obtained by high-
temperature induced foaming has excellent properties, and its
cellular structure is recovered after the pressure on it is released,
even if the cell walls were flattened by compression.

Nevertheless, in common with traditional PUs, the all glucose-
based NIPU foams, regardless if obtained at high temperature or
room temperature, are flammable [12,26]. This limits their appli-
cations as fire resistance materials. Therefore, to improve their fire
resistance still remained the key aim of the research work pre-
sented here. The literature reports that numerous types of flame
retarding additive can improve the fire resistance of materials
effectively, for instance, halogenated compounds [27], phosphorus-
containing compounds [28,29] and nano-additives [30e34]. They
either trigger a flame retarding barrier, or play a role as a layer
blocking flammable gases, or both [35]. However, they will release
toxic halogen- or phosphorus-containing gases which can threaten
the environment during burning and the foam properties will
deteriorate because of the high content of additives.

Nowadays, some researchers have turned their attention to bio-
based flame retardants, such as tannin [36,37], caseins [38], phytic
acid [39] and banana pseudo-stem sap liquid [40]. Tannins became
the first candidate bio resourcedmaterial, which can be obtain from
the bark, seeds and other parts of plentiful species of trees [41e43].
Moreover, they have many special properties such as antibacterial
and antioxidant [44,45], precipitate proteins [46], reductants and
stabilizers [47]. It was reported that tannins can act as a natural fire
resistance to aid tree survival [48]. This is mainly attributed to their
similar reactivity to phenol, phenoxy radicals could quench the
oxygen free radicals when the polymer is decomposed during
heating [35]. In addition, tannins have high char production effi-
ciency when burning (55% char for condensed tannin and 28% char
for tannic acid) [37,49,50], resulting in a protective layer, which is
made of char and can block heat, oxygen, and flammable gases [51].
At the same time, due to their effect, the tannins can increase the
foam mechanical properties while acting as a fire retardant [35].

Thus, the work presented here is focused on condensed tannin
as a natural fire retardant to improve the flame resistance of
glucose-based non-isocyanate polyurethane foams. The resins and
foams prepared were obtained at ambient pressure, at different
ratios of glucose and tannin. The morphology and performance of
glucose/tannin foams were investigated by SEM, FT-IR and TG and
other techniques. The fire resistance of all foams was determined
by means of direct ignition and limiting the oxygen index (LOI)
measurement.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Mimosa tannin extract is a commercial product, namely mimosa
tannin extracted from the bark of Acacia mearnsii (De Wild), sup-
plied by Silva Chimica (St. Michele Mondovi, Italy). Glutaraldehyde
(C5H8O2, 50% water solution) was obtained from Acros Organics,
France; Glucose (99.99%, anhydrous), Hexamethylenediamine
(HDMA, 98%), Dimethyl carbonate (DMC, 99%, anhydrous), Hexa-
methylenetetramine (99%, ACS reagent), Citric acid (99.5%, ACS
reagent), were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich (Saint Louis, France). All
these chemical reagents did not need any further purification
before use. Deionized water (DI) was produced in the laboratory.

2.2. Preparation process

2.2.1. Preparation of the glucose or glucose-tannin-based non-
isocyanate polyurethanes (NIPUs)

The neat glucose or glucose-tannin-based NIPUs were prepared
according to a procedure already reported [52]. Three kinds of
NIPUs mixtures for foaming preparing were prepared in this work.
Glucose or glucose/tannin mixture and deionized water were
placed into three-necked flask with condensing reflux, magnetic
stirring and thermometer. And then, dimethyl carbonate (DMC)
was added into the mixture and stirred thoroughly, mixed evenly,
and heated to 65 �C and remained for 1 h. Subsequently, 70% so-
lution (in water) of hexamethylenediamine was added into the
mixture under mechanical stirring, while the mixture was heated
to 90 �C and remained for 2 h. Finally, the glucose or glucose-
tannin-based NIPUs were obtained and cooled down to room
temperature, standby application. The proportions of materials
used are shown in Table 1.

2.3. Foam preparation

All foam samples were prepared according to our previous work
already reported [12]. 10 g of G-NIPUs or T/G-NIPUs and 1 g
hexamethylenetetramine were added into a 100 mL plastic beaker
and then stirred at for 1 min. 8 g of the complex acid blowing agent
(citric acid: glutaraldehyde¼ 3:1) was added and then themixtures
were stirred at room temperature for 10e15 s. The as-obtained
flexible foams were placed at in ambient environment until the
foam structure trend to stable. According to the species of T/G (0/4)-
NIPUs, T/G (1/3)-NIPUs and T/G (1/1)-NIPUs as utilized in the ex-
periments, the obtained flexible foams were recorded as T/G (0/4)-
Fs, T/G (0/4)-Fs and T/G (0/4)-Fs, respectively. Subsequently, all
flexible foam samples were put into the oven overnight at 70e80 �C
and were taken out from the plastic beakers. The final cured foam
samples were placed at ambient temperature (25�Cand 12% relative
humidity) for 2 days prior to characterization.

2.4. Measurements

2.4.1. Behavior of foaming process
The behavior of the foaming process was investigated in terms

of previous reported [53]. The rising time (the time from pouring
the complex acid blowing agent into the NIPUs until full expansion
of the resulting foam) and tack free time (the time from pouring the
complex acid blowing agent into the NIPUs until the skin of the
foamwas no longer sticky) were two critical parameters of foaming
process. A thermometer was fixed and deposited into inner of T/G-
NIPUs to measure the foaming temperature changes in the foaming
process. The rising time, tack free time and foaming temperature
were accurate recorded and monitored, respectively. Each foaming
process replicatewas tested five times and average valuewas taken.

2.5. Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy

The functional groups of all foam samples were analyzed with a
PerkinElmer Frontier ATR-FT-MIR provided by an ATR Miracle

Table 1
The formulation of glucose or glucose-tannin-based NIPUs.

Samples Tannin (g) Glucose (g) DMC (g) HDMA (g) Water (g)

T/G (0/4)-NIPUs 0 40 27 77.6 33.34
T/G (1/3)-NIPUs 10 30 27 77.6 33.34
T/G (1/1)-NIPUs 20 20 27 77.6 33.34
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diamond crystal. The sample powders were laid on the diamond
eye (1.8 mm) of the ATR equipment and the contact for the sample
was ensured by tightly screwing the clamp device. Each samplewas
scanned registering the spectrumwith 32 scans with a resolution of
4 cm�1 in the wave number range between 600 and 4000 cm�1.

2.6. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observation

To investigate the cell microstructure and morphology of
glucose or tannin-glucose-based NIPUs foams, the scanning elec-
tron microscopy (Gemini SEM 300, Germany) was used with an
acceleration voltage of 10 kV. The cell morphologies were statisti-
cally analyzed depend on the SEM images by Nano Measurer 1.2
[54]. The cell size distributions of all foams were calculated. The
abovementioned parameters were calculated by averaging several
tens of individual cells for each sample.

2.7. Apparent density

The apparent densities were obtained as the ratio of weight to
cubic specimen volume, according to ASTM D1622-08. The size of
the samples was 30 mm � 30 mm � 30 mm. The average of five
samples was determined.

2.8. TG analysis

The thermal stability of the foams was measured by using a
TGA5500 analyzer (TA instruments, USA). Sample powder
amounting to 5e8 mg was transferred to a platinum pan, with the
temperature ranging from 25 �C to 790 �C at a heating rate of
10 �C�min�1 in a nitrogen atmosphere.

2.9. Compression strength

The compression strength of the foams in the direction parallel
to that of the foam rise were determined under ambient conditions
by using a universal testing machine (Instron 3300, Elancourt,
France). The size of the samples was 25mm� 25mm� 25mm, and
the crosshead rate was fixed at 2.0 mm min�1 for each sample. At
least three samples were tested to determine the average value.

2.10. Direct ignition test

The direct ignition test was carried out according to a method
already described in the literature [12]. Foam samples were made
to specification size, 30 mm � 30 mm � 30 mm, and then were
exposed facially to a stainless-steel frame preheated on a Bunsen
burner (around 1000 �C). Making sure the samples were located in
the outer flame area of the Bunsen burner. The burning time was
calculated starting by the samples were placed on the burner, till
the flame of sample was considered as extinguished. Subsequently,
the sample chars wereweighted and noted as quality of residue. All
tests were carried out in a closed environment to minimize the
influence of other factors. Each foam type was tested three times.

2.10.1. Limiting oxygen index (LOI)
The limiting oxygen index (LOI) was measured according to a

method reported in the literature [53] using an HC-2 oxygen index
meter (Jiangning Analysis Instrument Company, China). All samples
were prepared to specification size of 80 mm � 10 mm � 10 mm.
The LOI values used were the averages for the five samples.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Preparation of tannin-glucose-based NIPUs foams (T/G (0/4)-Fs,
T/G (1/3)-Fs and T/G (1/1)-Fs)

The tannin-glucose-based NIPUs foams (T/G (0/4)-Fs, T/G (1/3)-
Fs and T/G (1/1)-Fs) were prepared with ease at ambient tempera-
ture. The main foreseeable adducts formed by multiple reactions
eventually leading to structural networks in the foam are shown in
Scheme 1. The foaming process can be divided into two main pro-
cesses: the first one is the foaming process. The energy in this stage
was produced from the rather violent reaction with citric acid and
eNH2 groups (obtaining the adducts 6, 7 and 8), which provides the
self-blowingenergyat room temperature [12]. The secondone is the
networkcrosslinking.Hexamethylenetetramineandglutaraldehyde
act as crosslinkers to ensure that the liquid foam formed does not
collapse and be maintained (obtaining the adducts 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5).
And then, these adducts can further crosslink to form large mole-
cules, which can intertwine with each other. Ultimately, this effect
causes the sharp increase of the viscosity of themixture and then its
gelling, resulting in a three-dimensional network (cf. Scheme 2). In
fact, these two processes occur almost simultaneously. The reason
for this analysis is to better understand the whole foaming process.

3.2. Apparent density

The prepared liquid flexible foams so prepared need to be
hardened by heating, which was necessary to obtain and measure
stable physical properties. Consequently, tannin-glucose-based
foams (T/G (0/4)-Fs, T/G (1/3)-Fs and T/G (1/1)-Fs) with stable
properties were prepared and shown in Fig. 1. Some subtle differ-
ences between these three foam types can be seen, such as
apparent color, foam cell status and cells size. The foam structures
will be discussed in the following section, by comparing the scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM) observation. All foams, once the
tannin was introduced, showed a black/red surface color. The
reason of this is the reddening of mimosa tannin under acid con-
ditions. Moreover, the apparent densities of the foams (cf. Table 2)
increased as a function of the increase in the proportion of tannin.
Thus, 50% tannin substitution yielded foams (T/G (1/1)-Fs) with the
higher density, approximately 0.25 g cm�3, while the T/G (0/4)-Fs
without tannin presented the lower density, around 0.15 g cm�3.
This increase in foam density is ascribed to the more rapid gelling
with tannin and glutaraldehyde resulting in a higher cross-linking
level much earlier in the foaming process. Moreover, hexamethy-
lenetetramine can provide further cross-linking with tannin when
the soft foams are heat-hardened. Thus, it appears that the extent of
cross-linking progressively increases with the addition of tannin.

3.3. Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy

Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) spectra of all foams are shown
in Fig. 2, to investigate the functional groups changes occurring in
these foam preparations. The results indicate that T/G (0/4)-Fs, T/G
(1/3)-Fs and T/G (1/1)-Fs presents similar chemical structures,
however, andquitedistinct fromneat tannin (red curve) andglucose
(black curve). The main absorption peaks on the spectra were
identifiedbyarrowsand imaginary segmented lines. Inviewof Fig. 2,
an intense broad absorption band between 3500 and 3100 cm�1 is
characteristic of the eOH groups [16,55]. This broad peak is clearly
apparent in the FT-IR spectra of neat tannin and glucose as well. The
3337 cm�1 -N-H stretching peak is attributed to secondary amides,
and concerns two kinds of reaction products obtained (one of them
being urethane groups) [24]. Furthermore, there are two clear ab-
sorption peaks at 2930 cm�1 and 2856 cm�1, especially in the NIPU
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foams, which are attributed to the CeH stretching vibration ofeCH2
and eCH3 [16,52]. As shown in Fig. 2 (b), there is some strong evi-
dence for the formation of carbamate bonds. Of these the 1702 cm�1

band was attributed to the C¼O from urethane groups and the
1645 cm�1 band to the C¼O fromester groups [16,52].Moreover, the
1536 cm�1 band is also characteristic of the urethane group con-
firming the formation of carbamate structures [16]. In the FT-IR
spectrum of neat tannin and glucose, nevertheless, these kinds of
absorption peaks have not been detected. Such evidence shows that
glucose-based NIPU foams are obtained by the non-isocyanate
approach taken under atmospheric pressure and low temperature.
Therefore, even if glucose was only partially replaced by condensed
tannin, the chemical structure of glucose-based NIPUs foams does
not appear to be affected.

3.4. SEM analysis

SEM was used to investigate the foams morphology at different
replacement levels of condensed tannin. The SEM images of the T/G
(0/4)-Fs, T/G (1/3)-Fs and T/G (1/1)-Fs are shown in Fig. 3. From this
it appears that all foams present a regular cells morphology. A
considerable number of open pores are observed in Fig. 3 (a), (d)
and (g), attributed to water evaporation in the precursor resins
during foaming and drying. Furthermore, some ruptures or debris
also can be observed in all foams, these being ascribed to the cut-
ting process in preparing the samples [54]. Comparing Fig. 3(b) and
(e), (h), thicker cell walls were obtained with increasing the pres-
ence of condensed tannin. This phenomenon belongs to the
thickening function of tannin-derived products on glucose-based

Scheme 1. The main foreseeable adducts formed by multiple reactions eventually leading to structural networks in the foam.
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Scheme 2. A schematic example of some of the mixed linkages present in a possible network structure of tannin/glucose foam.

Fig. 1. Digital images of three kinds of target foam samples. (a) T/G (0/4)-Fs; (b) T/G (1/3)-Fs; (c) T/G (1/1)-Fs.

Table 2
Apparent density mean cell size and specific compressive strength of T/G (0/4)-Fs, T/G (1/3)-Fs and T/G (1/1)-Fs.

Samples Apparent density (g cm�3) Mean cell size (mm) Specific compressive strength (kPa/kg m�3)

T/G (0/4)-Fs 0.15 ± 0.02 252.18 ± 41.55 1.22 ± 0.19
T/G (1/3)-Fs 0.19 ± 0.02 246.23 ± 49.19 1.27 ± 0.23
T/G (1/1)-Fs 0.25 ± 0.03 243.08 ± 50.40 1.51 ± 0.20

Fig. 2. FT-IR spectra of neat tannin, glucose, glucose based NIPUs foam and tannin/glucose based NIPUs foam. (a) the wavenumber from 600 to 4000 cm�1; (b) the wavenumber
from 600 to 2000 cm�1.
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NIPU foam. Furthermore, in Fig. 3(f), (i), some fibrous polymers can
also be clearly seen, interspersed in the cell wall or attached to their
surfaces. These fibrous polymers as filler interspersed in glucose-
based NIPU foam, resulted not only in an expansion effect that
thickened the cell wall, but in the progressive increases of
compression strength. As well as the number of fibrous polymers
and cell walls thickness progressively increases by tannin addition
the compression strength also progressively increases. Just because
of this reason, the condensed modified foams obtained a smaller
mean cell size (cf. Table 2).

According to literatures [55], condensed tannins have higher
temperature (above 500 �C) carbonization efficiency under an at-
mospheric environment. Therefore, in view of Fig. 3(f), (i), the
tannin-derived fibrous polymers inserted into, or covering the cell
walls can be transformed into char or a char covering layer afterhigh
temperature decomposition. This is mainly attributed to their
similar reactivity to phenol, phenoxy radicals being able to quench
the oxygen free radicals when the polymer is decomposed during
heating [35]. Therefore, the char so formed can either retard or even
preventeffectively the combustionprocess of the foams. Conversely,
without any tannin addition a smooth fracture surface and inner
surface of T/G (0/4)-Fs can be seen in Fig. 3(c). Precisely due to this
surface smoothness of T/G (0/4)-Fs, glucose-derived products alone
do not have high carbonization efficiency so that they can only
provide a limited protection during ignition and LOI testing. Hence,
the interspersed and attached tannin-derivedpolymers inT/G (1/3)-
Fs and T/G (1/1)-Fs cell wall can form a protecting char layer when
these foams are exposed to high temperatures condition. These can
well explainwhy in ignition experiments only amuch smaller flame
can be seen and a higher LOI was obtained for T/G (1/3)-Fs and T/G
(1/1)-Fs foams, compared to T/G (0/4)-Fs.

3.5. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) has been routinely used to
evaluate the thermal stability of various foams [54e57]. Thus, the
TGA (a) and DTG (b) curves of T/G (0/4)-Fs, T/G (1/3)-Fs and T/G (1/
1)-Fs under N2 atmosphere are shown in Fig. 4. The corresponding
specific degradation temperatures and char yields at 790 �C are
listed in Table 3. The Tmax value reported in Table 3 is the maximum
temperature shown by DTG curves peaks at different pyrolysis
stages. It can be observed that all foam samples present a similar
pyrolysis behavior, with two-stage decompositionwhich are typical
of the pyrolysis of polyurethane foams [58]. The first mass loss
stage occurs within the temperature range of 150�Ce300 �C, which
belongs to the decomposition reaction of the bond cleavage of
urethane [56]. The second mass loss stage occurs between 380 �C
and 600 �C, this been attributed to the breaking of CeC bonds and
the further decomposition of pyrolysis residual products from the
first stage [55,56]. It is still worth noting that the DTG curve views a
small peak at low temperature between 50 �C and 100 �C, which
may be ascribed to decompose of excess acid and hexamethy-
lenetetramine, as well as volatilize of absorbed water.

In Fig. 4, some significant differences can be observed when
increasing the condensed tannin content, resulting in a slight
decrease of the pyrolysis temperature of the foams. Nevertheless,
the percentage value of the final residual mass at 790 �C indicates
that all foam samples have a similar percentage mass loss, their
residual mass being around 14e15% under a N2 atmosphere. Be-
tween T/G (0/4)-Fs, T/G (1/3)-Fs and T/G (1/1)-Fs, a noticeable
change can be seen, which is a shift of the decomposition tem-
perature to lower temperatures, from 225 �C (first stage) 462 �C
(second stage) decrease to 210 �C (first stage) and 441 �C (second
stage) and 208 �C (first stage) 435 �C (second stage), respectively

Fig. 3. SEM images of the T/G (0/4)-Fs (aec), T/G (1/3)-Fs (def) and T/G (1/1)-Fs (gei).
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(cf. Table 3). This is likely to be the initial thermal depolymerization
of mimosa tannin extract at lower temperature, this occurring
around 146 �C and the partial breakage of the intermolecular bonds
of condensed tannin at around 450 �C [55]. This phenomenon was
similar with others described in the literature [54,55]. Therefore,
condensed tannin addition reduced thermal stability of NIPU foams
under a N2 atmosphere.

3.6. Compressive mechanical properties

Compression experiments were conducted to determine the
effect of different tannin substitution on the compressive me-
chanical properties of glucose-based NIPU foams. The compressive
stress-strain curves of T/G (0/4)-Fs, T/G (1/3)-Fs and T/G (1/1)-Fs
samples are shown in Fig. 5. The three-section curve is composed of
three stages, namely the elastic behavior of the foam's cell wall
bending(I), cell collapse(II) and densification(III) [59]. As shown in
Fig. 5, T/G (1/1)-Fs shows the highest compression strength and
then T/G (1/3)-Fs and T/G (0/4)-Fs samples. The reason one for this
is that the T/G (1/1)-Fs sample shows greater density then T/G (1/
3)-Fs and T/G (0/4)-Fs samples, as the foams density is directly
proportional to compression strength. This result echo those of
many other studies, i.e. higher density leads in general to higher
strength [8,53]. In addition, the second reason is attributed to
thicker cell walls of tanninmodified foams (T/G (1/3)-Fs and T/G (1/
1)-Fs), resulting to obtain a better compression loading distribution
over the cell walls and thus an improved compression resistance
[54]. Thicker cell walls originate from the tannin-derived products,
which are interspersed within the foam cell walls and which tend
to thicken the cell walls by their expanding action. This conclusion
is supported by the results in Fig. 3. Interestingly, there may still be
another possible explanation for the higher compression proper-
ties. The inserted tannin-derived products may have served as a
framework to improve the compression resistance as well.

According to the relevant literatures [54] and the tests described
here, lower density foam samples have thinner cell walls, thereby
they can only provide a rather limited contribution to compression
resistance [60]. Thus, to investigate whether any upgrading in
mechanical properties is only attributed to the increasing density of
materials, the specific compressive strength of all foams was
measured depending on the literature [53]. The specific compres-
sive strength of all foam samples is shown in Table 2, which indi-
cated that the specific strength exhibits the increasing trend with
the increasing of condensed tannin addition. For T/G (0/4)-Fs, T/G
(1/3)-Fs and T/G (1/1)-Fs samples, the corresponding of specific
compressive strength is 1.22 kPa/kg m�3, 1.27 kPa/kg m�3 and
1.51 kPa/kgm�3, respectively. The results showed the improvement
of mechanical properties of tannin modified-foams that this prog-
ress of strength is not exclusively attributed to the density alone,
but related to the contribution of the cell wall [53]. This conclusion
also justifies the above-mentioned analysis. Therefore, taking into
account Table 3 and Fig. 5, the results further indicate that the
compression strength of these foams is improved by adding
increasing proportions of condensed tannin.

Table 3
DTG data of T/G (0/4)-Fs, T/G (1/3)-Fs and T/G (1/1)-Fs (under N2 atmosphere).

Samples Tmax (�C) Residual mass at 790 �C (%)

Step I Step II

T/G (0/4)-Fs 225 462 15.1
T/G (1/3)-Fs 210 441 14.4
T/G (1/1)-Fs 208 435 14.2

Fig. 5. Compressive stress-strain curves of T/G (0/4)-Fs, T/G (1/3)-Fs and T/G (1/1)-Fs.

Fig. 4. TGA (a) and DTG (b) curves of T/G (0/4)-Fs, T/G (1/3)-Fs and T/G (1/1)-Fs (under N2 atmosphere).
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3.7. Ignition experiment of T/G (0/4)-Fs, T/G (1/3)-Fs and T/G (1/1)-
Fs samples

Although there are some limitations in the fire resistance eval-
uation of the ignition experiments reported here, they can indicate
to a certain extent the combustion resistance of the material.
Therefore, we designed this test to investigate the flammability of
T/G (0/4)-Fs, T/G (1/3)-Fs and T/G (1/1)-Fs ignition combustion
experiments were conducted on the foam samples directly. The
digital photos of ignition experiments and the results are shown in
Fig. 6 and Table 4, respectively. The burning time increasedwith the
increase of tannin addition, from 175s for T/G (0/4)-Fs to 245s for T/
G (1/3)-Fs, and then 372s for T/G (1/1)-Fs. The burning time of T/G
(1/1)-Fs wasmore than twice longer of T/G (0/4)-Fs. This conclusion
being also related to the density of the foams [12]. Furthermore, the
residual weight of the foam samples after burning was also eval-
uated. The same trend as the burning time was observed, with the
T/G (1/1)-Fs foam sample presenting the higher residual weight at
15.52%. This is attributed to the higher char rate of condensed
tannin when heating. Therefore, condensed tannin modified foams
obtained longer burning time and higher residual mass.

As shown in Fig. 6, T/G (0/4)-Fs and T/G (1/3)-Fs shows a high
flammability and a very intense flame was observed in just a very
short time (30s), when the foams are either devoid of tannin or
have a lower tannin content. Simultaneous, in this case a large
number of black fumes (dotted blue frame) was released while the

foam was burning. T/G (0/4)-Fs (Fig. 6 (b)) and T/G (1/3)-Fs (Fig. 6
(a)) samples do not show major differences in combustion flame.
This is similar to traditional isocyanate-based polyurethane foams,
indicating that these two foams are a highly flammable. However,
the final burning product of T/G (1/3)-Fs samples can bemaintained
approximately in its original shape, compared to the completely
irregular residue shape of T/G (0/4)-Fs. In addition, the combustion
behavior of T/G (1/1)-Fs, shows a delicate small flame of which can
be seen at the beginning of the burning experiment, are shown in
Fig. 6(c). The intense flame and black fumes of T/G (0/4)-Fs and T/G
(1/3)-Fs cannot be seen, from the beginning to the end of the
experiment. Furthermore, the final product after burning keeps the
original shape as well. These combustion phenomena show that
while T/G (0/4)-Fs or T/G (1/3)-Fs and T/G (1/1)-Fs are all
combustible, nevertheless, the ignitability is markedly lower when
condensed tannin addition reached a certain proportion. All this
suggests that condensed tannin have a certain inhibitory effect on
the combustion behavior of T/G-Fs foam.

Fig. 6. The digital photos of ignition experiments: (a) T/G (1/3)-Fs; (b) T/G (0/4)-Fs; (c) T/G (1/1)-Fs.

Table 4
The results of the ignition experiments.

Samples Burning time (s) Residue (g) Residual (%)

T/G (0/4)-Fs 175 ± 11 0.13 ± 0.02 9.87 ± 0.13
T/G (1/3)-Fs 245 ± 10 0.15 ± 0.02 12.54 ± 0.09
T/G (1/1)-Fs 372 ± 18 0.34 ± 0.03 15.52 ± 0.15
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3.8. Limiting oxygen index (LOI)

The limiting oxygen index (LOI) reflects the minimum oxygen
concentration while the polymer is burning in the mixed oxygen
and nitrogen atmosphere to evaluate effectively the flame retard-
ancy in polymers [54]. A material can be defined as flame-retardant
when its LOI value is greater than 27%. Conversely, it can be defined
as inflammable when its LOI value is less than 22% [61]. The LOI
values of each foam samples were then evaluated and the results
obtained are shown in Fig. 7. The LOI values of neat glucose-based
NIPU foam (T/G (0/4)-Fs) are around 17.5%, indicating that this kind
of foam belong to the class of inflammable materials, needing
additional flame retardants to improve its fire resistance if wewant
to expend its application field [12]. As expected, the condensed
tannin-glucose NIPU foams, T/G (1/3)-Fs and T/G (1/1)-Fs, pre-
sented improved LOI values of 20.0% and 25.5%, respectively. The
cause of this improved results is probably attributed to the pres-
ence of the condensed tannin, which have a considerable propor-
tion of aromatic rings. Therefore, the condensed tannin-glucose
NIPU foams are more easily carbonized when the carbon atoms
reach a high proportion level [35, 54, 62]. In addition, from the
structure of all foams, due to the enlarged cells (lower density) and
a greater number of perforations of G-Fs (as shown in Fig. 3(a), (d)
and (g)), the oxygen can enter to the inner parts of the foam,
thereby increasing the oxygen concentration and thus rendering
the foam more inflammable [54]. Combined with the SEM images,
the tannin-derived fibrous polymers either interspersed in the cell
walls of T/G (1/3)-Fs and T/G (1/1)-Fs or covering themmay well be
the one of critical factors of the improved fire resistance of these
foams. Exactly as explained above, these tannin-derived fibrous
polymers can then be easily converted into a char layer to improve
the fire resistance of tannin-glucose-based NIPU foams. The igni-
tion experiment results of all foam samples does also support such
a conclusion. Therefore, the addition of condensed tannin can
improve the LOI values of T/G (0/4)-Fs.

4. Conclusions

Condensed tannin as a natural flame retardant to modify the fire
resistance of glucose-based NIPU foam was investigated. It is
concluded that the presence of mimosa tannin substituting

different proportions of glucose in the NIPU foam can improve the
ignitability of glucose-based NIPU foams. FT-IR results indicated
that urethane linkages were formed in all foam formulations. The
three kind of foams exhibited similar regular cell morphology, i.e.
plenty of open pores can be seen clearly, but the T/G (1/3)-Fs and T/
G (1/1)-Fs foams had smaller mean cell sizes than the T/G (0/4)-Fs.
The compressive mechanical properties were all enhanced on ac-
count of the different amount replacement of glucose by condensed
tannin. The thermal stability of T/G (1/3)-Fs and T/G (1/1)-Fs with
added condensed tannin decreased then T/G (0/4)-Fs. However, the
ignition experiment shows that with an increasing proportion of
condensed tannin, the burning time lengthened, from 175s for T/G
(0/4)-Fs to 372s for T/G (1/1)-Fs, respectively. The LOI values were
determined to investigate the fire resistance of glucose-based NIPU
foams, indicating that T/G (1/1)-Fs obtained the highest LOI value
(25.5%, still belonging to the combustible grade, but not to the
inflammable range) due to its highest condensed tannin content.
Conversely, the LOI values of neat glucose-based NIPU foams (T/G
(0/4)-Fs) are around 17.5%, belonging to inflammable grade. It can
be seen from this, that condensed tannin can improve the fire
resistance of T/G (0/4)-Fs, and yield better mechanical properties.
This low-cost and highly effective biobased self-blowing glucose-/
tannin-based foam presents a definite potential for practical
application.
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3.9 Préparation et caractérisation des mousses rigides de polyuréthane non 

isocyanate condensé (NIPU) par soufflage à température ambiante
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3.10 Biomousses Tannin-Humins auto-gonflantes à température ambiante
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Abstract: Ambient temperature self-blowing tannin–furanic foams have been prepared by substituting
a great part—even a majority—of furfuryl alcohol with humins, a polyfuranic material derived from the
acid treatment at high temperature of fructose. Closed-cell foams were prepared at room temperature
and curing, while interconnected-cell foams were prepared at 80 ◦C and curing, this being due to the
more vigorous evaporation of the solvent. These foams appear to present similar characteristics as
other tannin–furanic foams based only on furfuryl alcohol. A series of tannin–humins–furfuryl alcohol
oligomer structures have been defined indicating that all three reagents co-react. Humins appeared
to react well with condensed tannins, even higher molecular weight humins species, and even at
ambient temperature, but they react slower than furfuryl alcohol. This is due to their high average
molecular weight and high viscosity, causing their reaction with other species to be diffusion controlled.
Thus, small increases in solvent led to foams with less cracks and open structures. It showed that
furfuryl alcohol appears to also have a role as a humins solvent, and not just as a co-reagent and
self-polymerization heat generator for foam expansion and hardening. Stress-strain for the different
foams showed a higher compressive strength for both the foam with the lowest and the highest
proportion of humins, thus in the dominant proportions of either furfuryl alcohol or the humins.
Thus, due to their slower reactivity as their proportion increases to a certain critical level, more of
them do proportionally participate within the expansion/curing time of the foam to the reaction.

Keywords: humins; foams; tannins; tannin–furanic foams; ambient temperature; self-blowing;
matrix assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight spectrometry (MALDI ToF)

1. Introduction

Heat insulation capacity, along with light, weight and sound absorption capacity are today
sought-after foam characteristics, as foams are widely used in a number of applications where such
properties are essential. Totally biosourced foams have recently been the focus of considerable research.
A few types of ambient temperature, or even moderate temperature, self-blowing foams derived by
mostly biosourced raw materials have been described in the literature. These have been based either
on the self-blowing reaction of tannins with furfuryl alcohol, these being the older types [1–6], or on
mono-and disaccharides non-isocyanate polyurethanes (NIPU) [7–9], or on tannin-based NIPUs [10],
or even on tannin–monosaccharide NIPUs [11], or on mixtures of these strategies of approach.
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The emphasis here is on ambient temperature self-blowing, the use of temperature to obtain foams
being less attractive for a certain number and types of applications.

Condensed flavonoid tannins are vegetable polyphenolics, widespread in the plants world and
commonly used as a raw material in a number of applications. Among these applications, their use
to prepare biosourced foams for thermal and acoustic insulation and other applications has already
attracted some attention [2,5,6,12]. Condensed tannins are mainly composed of polyhydroxy-flavan-3-ol
and flavan-3,4-diol oligomers linked by carbon–carbon bonds between flavonoid monomer units [1].
The most used approach reported to prepare self-blowing tannin-based foams is by the acid condensation
of tannins and furfuryl alcohol [1], with foam expansion driven by a blowing agent activated by the
temperature increase caused by the acid self-condensation of furfuryl alcohol [1,2,5,6,13–20].

Humins are dark and viscous residual products obtained by the acid treatment of
polysaccharides [21,22]. Humins coming from the acid conversion of fructose or glucose do yield
polyfuranic materials still carrying furanic alcohol moieties [21–25]. Thus, under very acid conditions,
humins can self-crosslink if heated, and the reaction can be accelerated by adding a strong acid
initiator, such as p-toluene sulfonic acid (pTSA) [26]. Humins’ solution in water can be employed,
for instance, to create upon thermal treatment a polyfuranic network within wood cells. This so-called
‘humination of wood’ is following the same approach as in furfurylation of wood with aqueous furfuryl
alcohol (FA) solutions [27]. Pure humins foams have been prepared by applying heat under very
acid conditions [28]. However, this approach yields foams of a very limited variety of characteristics.
This is due to the limited possibility of formulation of these heterogeneous distribution materials when
foamed alone [28]. It is for this reason that some attempts could be made to mix such waste materials
with other materials, in order to formulate foams more adaptable to a greater variety of situations.
The only previous attempt of this approach was to react epoxidized linseed oil with humins [29].
Such a system was used to prepare thermoset resins and not strictly used to prepare foams. However,
it used the addition of a synthetic mercaptan-terminated hardener that, notwithstanding its general
use as a rapid curing agent for synthetic epoxy resins at ambient temperatures, caused the epoxidized
linseed oil plus humins mix to need to be cured for several hours at 130 ◦C.

The goal set in this paper was rather restrictive, namely to prepare an ambient temperature
self-blowing biobased foam also using the humins. For these reasons, a condensed tannin extract
was chosen for such a purpose, as on top of presenting all the needed characteristics also possesses a
very advantageous environmental imprint [30,31]. This paper then deals with the preparation and
characterization of ambient temperature self-blowing tannin–furanic totally biosourced rigid foams in
which humins represent up to the major proportion of their furanic component.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Commercial mimosa tannin (Acacia mearnsii, De Wild) bark extract and furfuryl alcohol (FA)
were supplied by Silva Chimica (St. Michele Mondovi, Italy). Polyfuranic humins were laboratory
prepared by the acid treatment of fructose at the Dept. of Chemistry, Université de la Cote d’Azur,
Nice. p-Toluene sulfonic acid (p-TSA) was obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Glyoxal
40% solution (Acros Organics, Geel, Belgium).

2.2. Preparation of Humins

The humins were prepared from the acid-catalyzed dehydration of D-fructose in aqueous media
following previous experimental protocols [23–25]. First, a mixture of 1 M aqueous solution of
D-fructose (100 mL) and 0.01 M H2SO4 was prepared. This mixture was introduced into a 300 mL
Teflon lined hydrothermal synthesis autoclave reactor and heated at 150 or 180 ◦C during 6 h.
After reaction a solid residue was isolated by filtration on a 0.2 μm filter and washed several times
with about 1 L of deionized water. The solid humins were then dried under vacuum at 80 ◦C during
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16 h and ground into powder. The mass yields (i.e., mass % of humins based on initial fructose basis)
was 18 ± 1 % at 150 ◦C and 30 ± 2 % at 180 ◦C in good agreement with van Zandvoort et al. [23].

2.3. Preparation of Tannin-Humin Foams

Two different series of tannin–humins foams were prepared.
The initial exploratory series was composed of the following formulations:

1 FA + glyoxal control, thus an only furanic foam without tannin [32]
2 FA + glyoxal + humins: 2.5 g humins + 9 g FA + 11.4 g glyoxal + 4 g olive powder + 3.6 g p-TSA+

1.5 DE (foaming agent); thus, a mixed furfuryl alcohol-humins. An only furanic foam.
3 Tannin + FA + humins (epoxy): 12 g tannin + 5.2 g FA + 4.4 g humins + 6 g p-TSA + 1.5 g DE +

6.6 g water.
4 Tannin + FA + humins: 15 g tannin + 5.2g FA + 3.7 g humins + 6 g p-TSA + 1.5 g DE + 3 g water.

Formulations 1 (control) 2 and 3 were self-blown and cured at ambient temperature (24 ◦C),
while formulation 4 was cured at 80 ◦C to qualitatively observe the difference in morphology between
foam 3 and foam 4. Their differences in composition were used to ensure a stronger cell walls for foam
4, as broken cell walls were expected by curing at 80 ◦C.

After these initial formulations the systematic study that followed used the formulations shown
in Table 1. All the formulations were self-blown at ambient temperature (23 ◦C).

Table 1. The formulation of tannin–humins foams.

Samples Tannin (g) Humins (g) FA (g) Water (g) p-TSA (g) DE (g)

F-H2.0-FA6-W1.5

15.0

2.0 6.0 1.5

6.0 1.5

F-H3.7-FA6-W1.5 3.7 6.0 1.5
F-H4.5-FA6-W1.5 4.5 6.0 1.5
F-H5.5-FA6-W1.5 5.5 6.0 1.5
F-H5.9-FA5-W1.5 5.9 5.0 1.5
F-H3.7-FA6-W2.0 3.7 6.0 2.0

2.4. MALDI-ToF Analysis

Samples for matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-ToF) analysis were
prepared first by dissolving 5 mg of sample powder in 10 mL of a 50:50 v/v acetone/water solution.
Then 10 mg of this solution was added to 10 μL of a 2,5-dihydroxy benzoic acid (DHB) matrix to obtain
a homogeneous solution. The locations dedicated to the samples on the analysis plaque were first
covered with 2 μL of a NaCl solution 0.1 M in 2:1 v/v methanol/water, and pre-dried. Then, 1 μL of the
sample solution was placed on its dedicated location and the plaque was dried again. The reference
substance used for the equipment calibration was red phosphorus. MALDI-ToF spectra were obtained
using an Axima-Performance mass spectrometer from Shimadzu Biotech (Kratos Analytical Shimadzu
Europe Ltd., Manchester, UK) using a linear polarity positive tuning mode. The measurements were
carried out making 1000 profiles per sample with two shots accumulated per profile. The spectra
precision is of ±1 Da.

For the MALDI ToF analysis the foam sample was ground to a very fine powder homogeneously
covered on the target point of dedicated analysis plaque through series of steps before testing. The target
testing spots were first covered with the 1.5 μL of a 0.1 M NaCl (in a methanol:water mixture (1:1)) and
then completely dried. Secondly, 7.5 mg of samples were dissolved into a 1 mL 50:50 v/v water/acetone
mixture solution. Then, 1.5 μL of this solution was mixed with 1.5 μL of DHB (2,5-dihydroxy benzoic
acid) matrix to obtain a homogenous solution. Finally, 1.5 μL of sample-DHB solution were placed on
the corresponding testing spots, and dried completely. Before each test, the device was calibrated by
using as reference red phosphorous. The measurements were carried out making 1000 profiles per
sample with two shots accumulated per profile. The spectra precision is of ±1 Da.
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A B S T R A C T

Soybean protein isolate (SPI) was tested in this study as a crosslinker and formaldehyde substitute for preparing 
high biomass content sustainable rigid tannin-furanic-SPI (TFS) and lignin-tannin-furanic-SPI (LTFS) versatile 
foams. Additionally, flame retardancy was improved by lignin used as a natural fire-retardant. Fourier-transform 
infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), coupled with matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass 
spectrometry (MALDI-ToF-MS), revealed a covalent cross-linking reaction between tannin and SPI. TFS and LTFS 
foams showed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) a closed cell structure without any pores. The incorpo-
ration of SPI resulted in enhanced mechanical properties and reduced pulverization ratios, improved thermal 
stability and increased thermal conductivity (approximately 0.042–0.044 W/m K compared with control foam. 
Furthermore, the TFS foams exhibited outstanding flame retardancy and suppressed smoke generation while 
undergoing combustion. These results were supported by a higher limiting oxygen index (LOI) value, a lower 
heat-release rate, and a higher char residue, obtained by LOI and cone calorimetry. The addition of lignin further 
enhanced the thermal properties and flame retardancy of TFS foams although it decreased their mechanical 
performance. The TFS and LTFS foams were environmentally friendly, as shown by the low formaldehyde 
emission measurements. This novel sustainable TFS foam appears to have a good potential for industrial 
application.   

1. Introduction

Sought-after characteristics, such as flame retardancy, better thermal
stability, lightweight, and thermal insulation, are found in phenolic 
foam (PF). Yet PF has high friability and inferior mechanical properties 
and is a fossil fuel-based resource, which limits somewhat its large-scale 
commercial applications (Chen et al., 2020a; Wu et al., 2020). There-
fore, foams with improved mechanical properties using natural renew-
able feedstocks have attracted much attention. Condensed tannin—a 
vegetal polyphenolic material which is widespread—has been applied in 
several field (Chen et al., 2020a; Meikleham and Pizzi, 1994; Pizzi, 
2019). 

Phenolic tannin-furanic-formaldehyde foams were first reported by 
Meikleham and Pizzi in 1994 and have since received significant 

attention (Meikleham and Pizzi, 1994; Pizzi, 2019). The interest of these 
foams is not only because they are based on a renewable resource but 
also because of theirs self-blowing preparation under ambient/moderate 
temperature, and their comparable performance with commercial PF 
foams (Meikleham and Pizzi, 1994; Pizzi, 2019; Tondi and Pizzi, 2009; 
Tondi et al., 2008a, c; Zhou et al., 2019). 

The preparation approaches for these foams are based on a heat- 
generated expansion initiated by a blowing agent evaporation coupled 
with an acid-catalysis self-condensation of furfuryl alcohol, without 
(Basso et al., 2011) or with a cross-linker ensuring the foam structure 
does not collapse (Celzard et al., 2010; Tondi et al., 2009b; Tondi and 
Pizzi, 2009; Tondi et al., 2008a, c; Zhou et al., 2019). Various foams 
have been obtained for different application fields, such as rigid, 
semi-rigid, and flexible foams via formulation and/or processing 
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adjustment (Basso et al., 2014a, b; Basso et al., 2011; Celzard et al., 
2011, 2010; Lacoste et al., 2013; Li et al., 2012c; Meikleham and Pizzi, 
1994; Pizzi, 2019; Tondi et al., 2009a, b; Tondi and Pizzi, 2009; Tondi 
et al., 2008a, c; Zhou et al., 2019). Yet, because of their brittleness they 
powder easily on frictioning them and present lower mechanical 
compression properties, these foams have limited commercial applica-
tion. Their susceptibility to powdering under friction has been solved 
well (Rangel et al., 2016). However, to reduce the foam brittleness and 
to enhance other properties (flame retardancy, thermal stability, and 
thermal insulation) so as to achieve their industrialization, some 
improved formulations have been developed by introducing organ-
ic/inorganic additives, such as polymeric diphenylmethane diisocyanate 
(p-MDI) (Li et al., 2012a), hyperbranched poly(amino-ester) (Li et al., 
2012b), multi-walled carbon nanotubes (Li et al., 2013), disordered 
carbon matrix and graphite fillers (Jana et al., 2015), cellulose nano-
fibers (CNF) (Zhou et al., 2019), wood cellulosic fiber(Wu et al., 2020), 
hydroxy-methylated lignin (Pizzi, 2019) and boric and/or phosphoric 
acid (Celzard et al., 2011). Formaldehyde-free modifications have been 
introduced early on to take into account human health and the envi-
ronment. Thus, formulations with no aldehydes at all (Basso et al., 2013, 
2011), or with non-toxic and non-volatile aldehydes such as glyoxal and 
glutaraldehyde (Lacoste et al., 2013), or fossil-based resources such as 
PEG-400 and polymeric diphenylmethane diisocyanate (p-MDI) (Li 
et al., 2012a), and biorefinery byproduct such as polyfuranic humins 
(Chen et al., 2020a) have been reported as the part of feedstocks that can 
replace formaldehyde to produce tannin-furanic foams. Mechanical 
or/and chemical expansion methods have also been utilized to prepare 
tannin-based rigid foams with lower density, thermal insulation, and 
robust cell structure (Santiago-Medina et al., 2018a, b; Szczurek et al., 
2014). 

Plant or animal proteins have also attracted attention for their suc-
cessful utilization for bio-foams preparation. Albumin was initially used 
to design and manufacture flexible biofoams (Basso and Pizzi, 2017; 
Basso et al., 2015; Li et al., 2012c, d) with a series of different natural 
albumin and albumin/tannin cellular foams following (Basso and Pizzi, 
2017; Basso et al., 2015; Lacoste et al., 2015). Biomass foams based on 
wheat gluten have also been reported (Chiou et al., 2020). However, soy 
flour and soy protein isolate (SPI) are plant-sourced, renewable, sus-
tainable, and easily obtained from soybean-oil production processing, 
which is why it has been a commonly applied bioresource for the food 
industry (Guo et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2020), film preparation (Cao et al., 
2007; Gu et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2017), in biomedicine (Zhao et al., 
2018), and for wood adhesive applications (Liu et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 
2018). SPI was once the main raw material or reinforcement filler for 
different kinds of foam design (Frihart and Lorenz, 2019; Frihart et al., 
2019; Liu et al., 2017, 2015; Wang et al., 2019; Xi et al., 2020; Xiao 
et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2019). This encouraged us to design and 
investigate SPI for tannin-furanic foam preparation because of the 
reputed reaction crosslinking reaction between tannin and SPI (Ghahri 
et al., 2018a; Ghahri and Pizzi, 2018; Ghahri et al., 2018b; Liu et al., 
2017) as only a small amount of SPI addition can achieve unexpected 
effectiveness. 

Thus, here are presented novel mimosa tannin-furanic-SPI (TFS) and 
lignin-tannin-furanic-SPI (LTFS) versatile foams. Lignin was selected as 
the natural flame-retardant to improve the flame retardancy of the- 
resultant TFS foams. The reaction between tannin and SPI was exam-
ined. The combined properties of the control, TFS, and LTFS foams, 
including apparent density, morphology, pulverization ratios, and me-
chanical properties, were systematically evaluated. Furthermore, the 
thermal stability, thermal conductivity, and especially fire retardancy of 
the foams were investigated. The formaldehyde emission of the foams 
obtained was determined to further demonstrate its environment- 
friendly characteristics. 

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials 

Commercial mimosa tannin extract (Acacia mearnsii, De Wild, its 
main components as shown in Table S1) was provided by Silva Chimica 
(St. Michele Mondovi, Italy). Soy protein isolate (SPI) was purchased 
from Ruikang Biotechnology Co., LTD (Dezhou, China). Lignin was ob-
tained from Anhui BASF Biotechnology Co. LTD (Anhui, China). Fur-
furyl alcohol (FA, 98 %), Formaldehyde (F, 37 %), p-toluene-4-sulfonic 
acid (p-TSA, 65 %) and Diethyl ether (DE, 98 %) were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich (Saint Louis, France). All materials and chemicals used 
the experiments were employed directly without further treatment. 

2.2. Preparation of tannin-based foams 

This research reported tannin-based foams were prepared according 
to the formulation showed in Table 1. The control foam was obtained 
according to reference (Zhou et al., 2019) and the principle originally 
presented in reference (Meikleham and Pizzi, 1994). In brief, tannin 
extract was mixed with furfuryl alcohol thoroughly. A certain amount of 
deionized water (as shown in Table 1) was added into the mixture and 
stirred intensely for 10 s. A mixture solution containing formaldehyde 
and p-TSA was added to the tannin and furfuryl alcohol mixture and 
stirred for 5 s. The blowing agent diethyl ether was added into the 
mixture and then stirred for 20 s till to obtain a homogenous slurry. The 
product was placed in an oven for foaming and aging for at 24 h. The 
resulting black foam was obtained and labeled as the control. 

The TFS and LTFS foams were prepared following the control sample 
processes, as outlined in Table 1. The SPI or lignin/SPI mixture was used 
to substitute for formaldehyde completely. The SPI addition amount in 
TFS and LTFS foams depended on the formaldehyde solid content of the 
control. In parallel, the results of pre-experiments showed that 1–4 g SPI 
and 0.5–2 g lignin were appropriate. The resultant foams without lignin 
were labelled as TFS and the foams with lignin were labelled as LTFS. All 
resulting foams were stored under ambient conditions for at least two 
days before sample preparation and testing. 

2.3. Foam characterization 

The apparent densities of the foams prepared were checked accord-
ing to the ASTM D1622− 03 standard (Li et al., 2019). The foam di-
mensions were 30 × 30 × 30 mm. Five repeated trials were conducted 
to calculate the mean values and standard deviations. 

The foam morphology was observed by scanning electron micro-
scopy (SEM, Hitachi TM-3000, Milexia, Paris, France) under the accel-
eration voltage of 15 kV. To increase the electric conductivity of 
samples, a thin gold coating process was conducted before measuring. 

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR, PerkinElmer Fron-
tier ATR-FTMIR) was utilized to investigate the functional groups during 
the foam preparation. Each sample were recorded with 32 scans be-
tween the wave range of 600 and 4000 cm− 1, with a scan resolution of 
4 cm− 1. 

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass 
spectrometry (MALDI-ToF-MS, AXIMA Performance, Shimadzu, Man-
chester, UK) was adopted to detect products-derived from the reaction 
between tannin and SPI. The measurements were carried out making 
1000 profiles per sample with two shots accumulated per profile. The 
spectrum precision was of ±1 Da (Jahanshahi et al., 2016). 

The viscosity of foaming resin precursor was tested with a Brookfield 
DV-II + Viscometer, chose spindle No. 4 at 12 rpm under ambient
environmental conditions.

The pulverization ratios were evaluated following the reference (Li 
et al., 2021). The samples were cut to the uniform size of 
50 × 50 × 50 mm. The repeat experiments were performed five times. 

The compression strengths were carried out by using the universal 
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testing machine (Instron 3300, Elancourt France) with a foam dimension 
of 30 × 30 × 30 mm (Chen et al., 2020b). Each experiment’s average 
value was from the three repeated measurements. 

Thermal conductivity experiments were performed under ambient 
conditions by using a YBF-2 apparatus (Dahua Ltd., Hangzhou) with the 
foam slice radius 50 mm and thickness 10 mm, according to the method 
reported by references (Li et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2019). Three repeated 
experiments were conducted, and we report the average and standard 
deviations. 

Thermogravimetry analysis (TGA) was carried out using a TGA5500 
analyzer (TA Instruments, USA). The measurements of foams were made 
between 25℃ and 790℃ with a heating rate of 10℃/min under nitrogen 
atmosphere. 

Limiting oxygen index (LOI) measurements of samples were con-
ducted based on the China National Standards GB/T 2406.2− 2009 uti-
lizing XWR-2046 oxygen index apparatus (Yilu Instrument Co., LTD, 
Changzhou, China) (Li et al., 2019). The size of samples was 
80 × 10 × 10 mm for testing. The average value and standard de-
viations were obtained from five experiments trials. 

A cone calorimeter (CC, FTT, UK) was used to estimate the com-
bustion behavior of the control, TFS and LTFS samples according to ISO 
5660 standards (Kong et al., 2018). The size of the samples was 
100 × 100 × 50 mm. The testing was carried out under a heat flux of 
35 kW/m2. 

The formaldehyde emission was tested according to China National 
Standards GB/T 17657− 2013. The samples were pre-balanced at 65 % 
humidity and 20℃ at least 7 days before testing. Three repeated trials 
were conducted. 

3. Results and discussions

3.1. The preparation of tannin-furanic-SPI foams 

The fabrication of versatile tannin-furanic-SPI foams with high 
biomass content (~88 %) derived from natural lignocellulosic biomass- 
derived products (furfuryl alcohol and tannin) and a sustainable soy-
bean derivative (SPI) is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. This formu-
lation avoided the toxic formaldehyde utilization, improving the 

fabrication safety and environmentally friendly nature of the foams with 
enhanced properties. 

There are a number of simultaneous reactions occurring, as 
described by MALDI-ToF-MS analysis in this work, and they contribute 
to the expansion of the foams and to their stability of crosslinking. The 
furfuryl alcohol self-condensation exotherm accelerated the evaporation 
of the blowing agent, resulting in a volume expansion of the resultant 
foam. Furfuryl alcohol not only links to the tannin, but also reacts with 
the amino groups of the amino side-chains of SPI, namely of arginine. 
The MALDI-ToF-MS analysis confirmed the formation of such covalent 
bonds. In addition, esterification of the carboxylic acids side-chain of 
SPI, aspartic and glutamic acid, also probably occurs with the tannin 
flavonoid units alcoholic C3 hydroxyl groups and possibly also with its 
phenolic hydroxyl groups. Ionic bonds between the same groups, that 
are also known to occur at ambient temperature between soy protein 
and tannin (Ghahri et al., 2018a; Ghahri and Pizzi, 2018; Ghahri et al., 
2018b) reduce drastically under the action of a higher temperature. 
Thus, the three-dimensional structure of the foams was obtained and 
maintained also by the additional cross-linking engendered by the 
interaction between tannin and SPI. 

The contributing function of the crosslinker in this reaction pro-
cessing was confirmed. The experimental results showed that the vol-
ume expansion reached a maximum and then shrank with the collapse of 
the cellular structure. As shown in Figure S1, the homogeneous, dark, 
and rigid control, TFS, and LTFS foams were obtained. 

3.2. The suggested reaction mechanism between tannin and SPI 

3.2.1. MALDI-ToF-MS analysis 
The MALDI-ToF-MS spectra reported in the literature indicate that 

under the conditions used not only there are the reactions of furfuryl 
alcohol self-polymerization (Tondi et al., 2008b), furfuryl alcohol with 
the tannin (Abdullah and Pizzi, 2012; Pizzi et al., 2008), and furfuryl 
alcohol with the amino groups of the side chains of the protein (Liang 
et al., 2017), but that there are also reactions that occur between the 
tannin and SPI without any intervention of other compounds. It is for 
this reason that a MALDI-ToF-MS analysis of the reaction of tannin with 
SPI alone under the same conditions used for the foam was carried out, 

Table 1 
Formulation of series of tannin-SPI-based and tannin-SPI-lignin-based foams. Tannin, FA, Water, p-TSA and DE are in the same proportion for all the foams in the Table.  

Samples Tannin (g) FA (g) F (g) SPI (g) Lignin (g) Water (g) p-TSA (g) DE (g) 

Control 30 10.4 7.4   10 12 2.2 
TFS1 

30 10.4  

1  

4 12 2.2 

TFS2  2  
TFS3  3  
TFS4  4  
L0.5TFS3  3 0.5 
L1TFS3  3 1 
L1.5TFS3  3 1.5 
L2TFS3  3 2  

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the fabrication of tannin-furanic-SPI foam.  
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the corresponding spectra being summarized in Fig. 2(a)–(c). 
These MALDI-ToF-MS spectra showed that tannin and aminoacids 

such as arginine presenting amino groups on their side chain do react by 
substituting some of the hydroxyl groups of the tannin linking it to the 
protein, as shown in Table 2(a). This amination reaction of tannin is 
known and used, for instance, with ammonia (Braghiroli et al., 2013; 
Santiago-Medina et al., 2017; Thébault et al., 2017). Also, esterification 
reactions of the alcoholic and possibly even of the phenolic − OH groups 
of the tannin with the carboxylic acid function of the side chain of other 
amino acids, such as aspartic acid or glutamic acid do occur as shown in 
Table 2(b) and (c). Thus, mono flavonoids reacted with a single ami-
noacid, such as fisetinidin-leucine, with the flavonoid in both its normal 

and its open form as at 410 Da, and at 390 Da do occur, their corre-
sponding structures being summarized in Table S2. 

Although several such compounds are found in the spectra, they do 
not contribute to the tannin and protein cross-linking because once the 
amino acid is not free but linked within the skeletal peptide chain of the 
protein the amino group is changed to an amide, and the -NH- amide 
group is less likely to react with the tannin (both for its lower reactivity 
and for the steric hindrance engendered). Thus, the amination of the 
tannin can occur only through amino acids with amino or imino groups 
on the side chains of the protein. In soy these are arginine, lysine and 
proline. The existence of this reaction is then proved by the reaction of 
tannin monomers and dimers with peptides containing one of these 

Fig. 2. MALDI-ToF-MS spectrum of the reaction product between Tannin and SPI (a) 300–800 Da; (b) 800–1200 Da; (c) 1200–1600 Da; FT-IR spectrum of pristine 
SPI, raw tannin, and the reaction product between tannin and SPI (d) 600–4000 cm− 1; (e) 600–2000 cm− 1. 
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three aminoacids, such as the structure represented by the series of 
peaks at 857 Da, 873.1 Da, 889.2 Da, 1128.1 Da, 1144.1 Da, 1162 Da, 
1177.4 Da, 1193.5 Da, 1260.5 Da, 1450 Da, and 1466 Da which are 
presented in Table S2. The latter one of these, for example, is a catechin- 
fisetinidin flavonoid dimer linked on one site to a peptide fragment of 
four amino acids, arginine-leucin-aspartic acid-tryptophan, through the 
side chain -NH2 of arginine, but also linked and linked to a second 
peptide chain fragment formed by tryptophan-aspartic acid in which the 
free -NH2 not converted to skeletal amide of one of the two amino acids 
has reacted with the flavonoid dimer too, thus a structure as of the type 
in Table 2(d). 

To illustrate, as an example, the possibility that the reaction of the 

protein with the flavonoid units of the tannin can occur either through 
the amino group of a protein side chain or by esterification with the acid 
group of a side chain of the protein, the peak at 1260 Da can be brought 
as an example (Table 2(e) and (f)). 

It must be considered that in the case of the structure assigned to the 
1260 Da peak (Table 2(f)), esterification is most likely to occur first at 
the alcoholic − OH on the flavonoids C3 before occurring on the more 
acid phenolic − OH groups. The assigned compounds to the MALDI-ToF- 
MS peaks in Table S2 confirm that reactions contributing to cross-linking 
directly between tannin and soy protein do occur. It confirms also that 
their interaction is not only based on the classical protein tanning re-
action like in leather making thought to be based exclusively on 

Table 2 
MALDI ToF structures assignements: (a) Robinetinidin or Catechin-Arginine with Na+; (b) Fisetinidin-Aspartic acid without Na+; 
(c) Fisetinidin-Glutamic acid with Na+; (d) Tryptophan-Aspartic acid-Robinetinidin or Catechin-Fisetinidin-Arginine-Leucin-
Aspartic acid-Tryptophan without Na+; (e) and (f) Aspartic acid-Robinetinidin or Catechin-Fisetinidin-Arginine-Leucin-Aspartic
acid-Tryptophan without Na+.

Types Oligomers 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 
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secondary forces interactions between the two materials (Ghahri et al., 
2018a; Ghahri and Pizzi, 2018; Ghahri et al., 2018b). Moreover, 
depending from the condition of reaction also coupling by ionic bonds 
between -NH3

+ of the protein and the phenolic -O− of the tannin as 
shown already for both condensed and hydrolysable tannins (Ghahri 
et al., 2018a; Ghahri and Pizzi, 2018; Ghahri et al., 2018b). 

3.2.2. Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy 
The FT-IR spectra of pristine SPI, raw tannin, and the reaction 

product of tannin and SPI are shown in Fig. 2. In region I of Fig. 2(d), a 
broad absorption band approximately 3400 cm− 1 is related to the 
characteristic peak of free and bound -NH- or/and − OH groups (Liu 
et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017). The hydrogen bonds could be formed 
between -NH- or/and − OH groups and the carbonyl groups of 
protein-peptide linkages (Wang et al., 2017). Furthermore, an adsorp-
tion peak at 2925 cm-1 (region II) can be seen, which is ascribed to 
symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations in − CH2/− CH3 groups 
(Chen et al., 2020b). In addition, the SPI characteristic peaks, such as 
1635 cm-1, 1515 cm-1, and 1235 cm-1 (Fig. 2(e)), which are attributed to 
C––O stretching (amide I), -NH- deformation (amide II), and -CN- 
stretching and -NH- vibration (amide III), respectively (Wang et al., 
2017). The peaks 1391 cm− 1 (–COO–), 1235 cm-1 (amide III), and 
1044 cm-1 (–C–O–) of SPI disappeared after reacting with tannin, 
which is assigned to the reaction between SPI and tannin. Furthermore, 
in Fig. 2(e), there are indications that reactions occur through the pri-
mary amines in SPI by forming secondary amines, this being indicated 
by the two characteristic peaks at 1333 cm-1 and 1292 cm-1. The ester-
ification of the tannin hydroxyls by the protein side-chain acids is 
demonstrated by the 1735 cm-1 shoulder. These bands appear to support 
the MALDI-ToF-MS results that both the reaction of the protein with the 
flavonoid units of the tannin can occur either through the amino group 
of a protein side chain or by esterification with the acid group of a side 
chain of the protein. 

3.3. Physical and mechanical properties 

The physical and mechanical properties of TFS and LTFS foams were 
determined and are summarized in Table 3 and Fig. 3. The control 
sample showed a lower density, 83.5 kg/m3, which is similar to 
literature-reported values of conventional tannin-furanic-formaldehyde 
foams (Celzard et al., 2010; Tondi et al., 2009b). The 
tannin-furanic-formaldehyde foam exhibited high brittleness, and the 
pulverization ratios was 13.68 %, because of their lower cross-linking 

densities and/or their incomplete solidification behaviors. Generally, 
low density tannin-furanic-formaldehyde foams shows a large mass-loss 
when gently touched or frictioned it (Li et al., 2021) unless some special 
arrangements are made (Rangel et al., 2016). The densities of TFS foams 
were higher than the control, around 94.4–112.5 kg/m3. This result is 
related to the increased viscosity of the foaming precursor mixture 
(Table 3). The strong gelation ability of SPI along with the reaction of 
tannin and SPI can rapidly increase the viscosity of the foaming pre-
cursor, even with a small addition of it. Therefore, higher viscosity 
seems to be a disadvantage for raw materials homogeneous mixing, as 
well as for bubble formation and volume expansion, resulting in a higher 
density than the control. This is also found for phenolic foams 
manufacturing (Jing et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2014, 2013). Additionally, 
the pulverization ratios (Table 3) of TFS foams had a lower value, only 
reaching 2.64%–4.83%. This result is probably because of the higher 
densities of TFS foams, resulting in a lower brittleness than the control 
sample. Besides, the covalent cross-linking of tannin with SPI contrib-
utes to decrease brittleness. With the introduction of lignin, the foam 
densities decreased slightly (93.8–99.6 kg/m3) compared to TFS foams. 
One reason for this phenomenon is the larger cells of the lignin-modified 
TFS foams, which can be observed from their morphology. The larger 
cells obtained were probably due to the cell nucleation being affected by 
lignin addition during the foam preparation (Dolomanova et al., 2011; 
Xue et al., 2014). Besides, a small amount of lignin reduced the viscosity 
of the foaming precursor (Table 3) due to the high dispersion and 
wettability, resulting in lower densities for LTFS than for TFS foams. 
Therefore, the pulverization ratios increased, as summarized in Table 3. 

Fig. 3(a) shows the morphological characteristics of the control, TFS, 
and LTFS foams. As expected, a closed cell structure with many “pores”, 
regular cellular structure, and a smooth cellular surface were obtained, 
as previously reported (Pizzi, 2019; Wu et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2019). 
Nevertheless, the TFS and LTFS cellular structures exhibited larger, 
inhomogeneous, and rough surface performance compared to the con-
trol sample. The major reason for this phenomenon is that the homog-
enous cellular structure was squeezed in the direction perpendicular to 
the foam growth because of the slightly shrinkage of foam blocks after 
the foam reached maximal expansion showing a marked anisotropy. 
Therefore, some elliptical foam cells can be seen in Fig. 3(a). The cell 
walls were squeezed and then some wrinkles formed on the surface. For 
lignin-modified LTFS foams, relatively larger cells were observed than 
for the control and the TFS samples. This was because the cell nucleation 
process was influenced by lignin addition (Xue et al., 2014). Therefore, 
fewer foam nuclei would entrap more blowing gas, leading to a larger 
cell structure and lower density (Li et al., 2017). As shown in Fig. 3(a) 
and (b), some clear particles are noticeable on the surface of LTFS foams, 
but are not visible on the surface of control and TFS foams. The numbers 
of particles increased with gradually increasing lignin additions. This 
indicates that lignin can form a protective layer on the surface of the 
foams as it can be converted to a carbon char layer when in a fire. These 
particles are one of the factors providing better fire resistance for LTFS 
than TFS foams. 

Fig. 3(c) and (d) show the compressive stress-strain curves and 
values of control, TFS, and LTFS foams when undergoing a compressive 
load. The multi-stage deformation observed is consistent with several 
studies on polymer foams (Chen et al., 2020b, c; Gao et al., 2021; Wu 
et al., 2020). When comparing TFS and control foams, the compression 
strength of TFS foams was higher than the control. This can be attributed 
to the increased density of TFS foams. Moreover, as shown in Table 2, 
the specific compressive strength increases with the SPI amount. This 
result indicates that the improved compression strength of TFS foams is 
not only influenced by the density but also related to the stronger foam 
cell wall structure resulting from the greater crosslinking between 
tannin and SPI. Also, the physical enwind between tannin and long 
chains SPI can promote the improvement of cell wall intensity. The LTFS 
foams exhibit a lower compression strength than TFS, but similar to that 
of the control foam. Its less densities are the one of mainly factors for this 

Table 3 
The viscosity of foaming resins, density, pulverization ratios and specific 
compressive strength of control, TFS, and LTFS foams a.  

Foams Viscosity 
(mPa•s) 

Density 
(kg/m3) 

Pulverization 
ratios (%) 

Specific compressive 
strength (kPa/ 
kg•m− 3) 

Control 2200(35) 83.5(2.5) 13.68(1.03) 2.75 
TFS1 17,500 

(145) 
94.4(3.1) 4.83(0.72) 4.34 

TFS2 27,650 
(221) 

98.3(2.6) 4.22(0.49) 4.88 

TFS3 35,500 
(187) 

108.6 
(4.8) 

3.68(0.21) 5.24 

TFS4 48,500 
(180) 

112.5 
(5.5) 

2.64(0.38) 6.13 

L0.5TFS3 26,250 
(195) 

96.5(1.8) 10.01(2.15) 1.76 

L1TFS3 32,900 
(207) 

98.6(2.1) 8.55(1.12) 1.93 

L1.5TFS3 36,750 
(214) 

99.6(3.4) 8.24(1.74) 2.31 

L2TFS3 40,850 
(224) 

93.8(2.2) 11.48(2.21) 1.91  

a The values in the parentheses are standard deviations. 
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Fig. 3. (a) SEM images (×100) of control, TFS, and LTFS foams; (b) Magnified SEM images (×200) of control, TFS, and LTFS foams; (c) The stress-strain curves for 
compression; (d) Compression strength. 
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result. Moreover, the compressive strength possesses the same trend in 
foam densities, which suggests that the foam density is not the only 
factor for the compression strength. The existence of lignin can influence 
the crosslinking of tannin and SPI which is likely to decrease the strength 
of the cell wall. In addition, the lager cell structures for LTFS than TFS 
foams reduced the supporting capacity within the unit pressure range, 
which were attribute to the reduced cell struts (Li et al., 2021). 

3.4. Evaluation of thermal conductivity and thermal stability 

The thermal conductivity of the control, TFS, and LTFS foams were 
evaluated by the hot plate method and the results are shown in Fig. 4 (a). 
The control sample displayed the lowest thermal conductivity, only 
0.0391 W/m K lower than from other studies of tannin-furanic- 
formaldehyde foams (Wu et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2019). The TFS 
foams had a higher thermal conductivity value, from 0.0431 W/m K for 
TFS1 to 0.0442 W/m K for TFS4 than the control sample, and increasing 
trend with the increase of SPI. This result probably is attributed to 
changes in foams density, in general, the higher density will have a 
higher thermal conductivity (Pizzi, 2019; Szczurek et al., 2014; Tondi 
and Pizzi, 2009). In parallel, the non-homogenous cell structures (as 
shown in SEM results) from TFS foams improved their thermal con-
ductivity. Cell morphology can influence the thermal conductivity of 
polymer foams which as reported by previous study (Li et al., 2021). 
Lignin-modified LTFS samples had a lowered thermal conductivity 
value, from 0.04198 W/m K for L0.5TFS3 to 0.0425 W/m K for 
L1.5TFS3, lower than TFS foams but higher than the control. One of the 
most obvious changes in the lignin-modified TFS foams was the lower 
foam density. Therefore, this change can directly lead to the decreased 
thermal conductivity of LTFS foams. Moreover, by comparing TFS and 
control samples, the uneven morphology and structure of the cells of the 
former is the reason that it can achieve a higher thermal conductivity 
than the latter even at similar foam density. For TFS and LTFS foams in 
this study, the thermal conductivity was higher than the control, still 
presenting a better performance compared to other insulating materials, 
thus indicating their outstanding thermal insulation properties. 

The thermal stability of the control, TFS, and LTFS foams was studied 
by thermogravimetric analysis under air conditions. The TG and DTG 
curves were obtained and are shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c), respectively, 
and the corresponding data are listed in Table 4. For the control sample, 
the first weight-loss stage appeared at a temperature range of 25–150℃, 
which is ascribed to the evaporation of the residual blowing agent as 
well as of absorbed water (Chen et al., 2020b; Li et al., 2019; Wu et al., 
2020). The second prominent weight loss (38.14 %, as shown in Table 4) 
stage occurred between 150–500℃ because of the degradation of the 
polymer chain forming small molecules (Wu et al., 2020). For instance, 
the basic structure of soy protein cleaves and decomposes from 
250–350℃ (Liu et al., 2011). The aromatic skeleton of lignin and tannin 
has better thermal stability, however, thermolysis will occur when the 
temperature is above 450℃ (Chen et al., 2020b; Li et al., 2019; Xue 
et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2017). The last one abrupt weight loss (51.33 

%, as shown in Table 4) occurred when the temperature was above 
500℃ from pyrolysis of the residual compounds, such as carbon-based 
char from the second stage (Chen et al., 2020b). These carbon-based 
compounds formed and covered on the surface of the polymer, thus 
isolating it from the air and improving the thermal stability of materials. 
The complete pyrolysis of the control foam, with ~96 % weight loss, 
occurred when the temperature increased to 790℃, resulting in 
thermally-stable char residues (4.59 %, as shown in Table 4). 

For the TFS foams, the thermal degradation temperature peaks of the 
second and third stages were higher than the control, as shown in 
Table 4. This is related to the stable and compact crosslinked structure 
between tannin and SPI (Ghahri et al., 2018a; Ghahri and Pizzi, 2018; 
Ghahri et al., 2018b). The final thermally-stable char residues reached 
37.16 % at 4 g SPI addition, but only 5.15 % at 1 g SPI addition, which 
was still higher than the control. Hence, such high final residues of TFS 
foams indicated that the SPI substitution for formaldehyde increased 
char formation and improved thermal stability. As for the lignin addi-
tion, from the DTG curves, it can be seen that the initial and second 
thermal degradation temperature peaks presented a similar trend with 
the TFS foams. The degradation temperature peak in the third stage 
appears to have shifted from ~640℃ to ~770℃, as shown in Table 4. 
Therefore, this phenomenon can show that the high carbon content 
lignin improved the formation of thermally-stable char (carbonization) 
(Kong et al., 2018). Moreover, its final mass residue has increased by 
introducing of lignin, approximately 38–43 %. Hence, the thermal sta-
bility of TFS foams can further be improved by lignin. 

3.5. Evaluation of flame-retardant properties 

The flame resistance of the control, TFS, and LTFS samples was 
evaluated by measuring the limiting oxygen index (LOI) and the results 
are shown in Fig. 5a. As expected, the LOI of a typical tannin-furanic- 
formaldehyde foam, i.e., the control sample in this work, is 29.37 %, 
indicating it is a flame-retardant material (Zhou et al., 2019). The 
SPI-substituted TFS samples had higher LOI values, from 38.17%–40.37 
%, when the SPI replacement addition was from 1 g to 4 g, 29.96–37.45 
% higher than the control sample. This effect can be ascribed to the 
closed-cell morphology structure of TFS and LTFS foams. SEM images 
(Fig. 3) show that closed-cell structures with many “pores” are in the 
control sample. The air can then circulate in the foam interior through 
these opened pores, thereby providing a more suitable environment for 
combustion (Li et al., 2019). Conversely, the TFS and LTFS foams rela-
tively closed-cell structures block the air exchange between the inside 
and outside of the foam cells, acting as a flame retardant. 

Lignin-modified TFS samples (LTFS) have a higher LOI value than 
TFS foams (Fig. 5). The LOI value of L0.5TFS3 is 40.5 % which increased 
to 41.33 % with 1.5 g lignin addition (L1.5TFS3). These results indicated 
that lignin contributed to the flame-retardant performance of LTFS 
foams. Its high carbon-containing polyphenol structure contributes to 
higher char carbon productivity at higher temperatures (Chen et al., 
2020b; Wu et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2012). Hence, the char covering 

Fig. 4. (a) The thermal conductivity of the control, TFS, and LTFS foams; (b) TG and (c) DTG curves of the control, TFS and LTFS foams.  
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layer further obstructs contact of the combustion interface with the air, 
thereby protecting the materials (Yang et al., 2012). However, the LOI 
value is lower with 2 g lignin (40.83 %). This decreased in the LOI value 
for L2TFS3 is attributed to the inflammability of lignin when applied in 
larger amounts. 

Cone calorimetry was used to simulate and evaluate the combustion 
behavior of the control, TFS3, and L1.5TFS3 samples in a real fire sce-
nario under a constant heat flux of 35 kW/m2 from a conical heater. The 
legible peaks of the heat-release rate (PHRR) flaming combustion for the 
control and TFS3 foams are shown in Fig. 5(b). This peak is attributed to 
the oxidation reaction of volatile pyrolysis substances in the high- 
temperature environment (Kong et al., 2018). For TFS, the maximum 
peak value was significantly lower than the control. In parallel, as shown 
in Fig. 5(c), the TFS foam had a lower THR value than the control. These 
results indicate that the TFS foams have better flame-retardancy than 
the control. A valley characterizes the HRR curves which means the char 
layer protected the materials as combustion continued. The HRR curves 
increased, thereafter maintaining a stable level longer than 2000s. No 
strong flame was observed when the foams were put on the butane torch. 
These foams are then self-extinguishing after the flame is removed from 
the sample surface, as shown in Figure S2 and Video S1. 

For the L1.5TFS3 sample, the initial peak disappeared and the curve 
merged in the exothermic phase. Compared to the TFS foam, a lower 
THR value (Table 5) was obtained which indicated that as the lignin was 

introduced, the flame-retardant properties of LTFS improved. This was 
because of the high char production performance of lignin in the high- 
temperature environment. It covers the surface of materials and forms 
a barrier of further contact between air and the combustion interface, 
enhancing the flame-retardancy of TFS foams. 

The values of this peak reached 19.49–42.16 kW/m2 (Table 5), lower 
than most other foams, such as PU foams (Cao et al., 2019; Rao et al., 
2018) or wood-based materials (Kong et al., 2018). These results indi-
cated that these foams have lower HRR, better than others that have 
been developed. Apart from the HRR, the release of smoke (especially 
CO) also influences the quality of the safety of the material when in a fire 
(Kong et al., 2018). The control sample exhibited the highest TSP value 
(Table 5), and after the modification of foam preparation, the novel 
biomass TFS and LTFS had a lower TSP value. This further indicated that 
the fire retardancy of TFS and LTFS was better than that of the control 
sample. The residue trend of all samples can be seen in the TGA results. 
For Fig. 5(d), the control sample almost lost its original shape, turning to 
a fragile condition after burning. The TFS3 and L1.5TFS3 preserved their 
original shapes better, with the latter performing best. This feature is 
particularly important for materials in a fire. 

3.6. Formaldehyde emission 

To examine if the foams are environment-friendly, formaldehyde 

Table 4 
TGA data of the control, TFS and LTFS foams.  

Foams 
T-maxa (℃) Weight loss (%) 

Residual mass at 790℃ (%) 
Step I Step II Step III Step I Step II Step III 

Control 52.28 455.64 558.82 5.94 38.14 51.33 4.59 
TFS1 61.24 466.59 624.81 5.80 35.17 53.88 5.15 
TFS2 63.73 468.72 634.44 5.19 35.70 32.25 26.84 
TFS3 65.45 486.21 639.01 6.35 36.21 25.13 32.28 
TFS4 64.78 487.81 639.71 6.10 34.79 21.5 37.61 
L0.5TFS3 65.73 484.88 774.73 6.18 34.49 20.80 38.52 
L1TFS3 66.39 485.53 773.40 5.96 36.03 18.76 39.25 
L1.5TFS3 67.38 482.96 772.53 6.57 36.79 15.10 41.54 
L2TFS3 65.59 481.35 779.78 5.24 37.27 14.48 43.01  

a Temperature corresponding to the maximum weight loss rate. 

Fig. 5. The flammability properties of tannin-furanic-SPI foams. (a) The LOI values of the control, TFS, and LTFS samples; (b) The average heat release rate (HRR); 
(c) The total heat release (THR) curves of the control, TFS3, and L2TFS3; (d) The corresponding digital photographs of char residues after cone calorimeter
measurements.
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emission tests were conducted and the results are listed in Table 6. As 
expected, the control sample released the most formaldehyde, two times 
that of TFS3 and L1.5TFS3. This indicates that the final tannin-furanic- 
formaldehyde foam released free formaldehyde despite this also being 
released during the foam curing process. Yet, the formaldehyde emission 
of the control sample was still lower than the relevant standard 
requirement. The TFS and LTFS foams do not utilize formaldehyde, 
avoiding the release of free-formaldehyde. Thus, the application of 
soybean protein resources was expanded in this study as a substitute for 
a toxic substance. In short, these novel biomass foams have many 
improved properties suggesting a wide of industrial production and 
application prospects. 

4. Conclusions

High biomass, environment-friendly, and flame retardant TFS foams
were developed in this study. Mechanical properties, thermal perfor-
mance, and flame retardancy were measured by substituting SPI for 
formaldehyde. 

The main results obtained were:  

(1) A strong crosslinking reaction between tannin and SPI, yielding
closed cells foam structures, thus enhancing mechanical proper-
ties, reducing pulverization ratios, and improving thermal con-
ductivity (approximately 0.042–0.044 W/m K of the modified
tannin foams as well as yielding a better thermal stability.

(2) The increased LOI value, a lower heat-release rate, and increased
char residue were obtained. The TFS foams exhibited strong
flame retardancy and suppressed smoke generation while un-
dergoing combustion.

(3) Lignin addition decreased the crosslinking of tannin and SPI,
increased foam cell size, thereby altering the mechanical prop-
erties of TFS foams. The addition of lignin further improved the
thermal stability of TFS foams, along with a lower heat-release
rate and lower smoke production. This indicates that LTFS
enhanced flame retardancy more than that of TFS.

(4) The low formaldehyde emission confirms the good environ-
mental performance of these novel biomass foams. Such novel

sustainable TFS foams have thus a good potential for industrial 
application. 
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(Rao et al., 
2018)  
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respectively. 

c ★ represents this work. 

Table 6 
Formaldehyde emission of the control, TFS3, and L1.5TFS3 foams a.  

Samples Formaldehyde emission (mg/m3) 

Control 0.08 (0.02) 
TFS3 0.03(0.01) 
L1.5TFS3 0.03(0.01) 
GB/T 17657− 2013 ≤0.124  

a The values in the parentheses are standard deviations. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS GENERALES

Ⅰ Préparation de colles pour bois à base du système de résine polyuréthane 

non isocyanate (NIPU).
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(1) Substitution par l'hexaméthylènediamine (HMDA).

(2) Optimisation des formulations.

Ⅱ Préparation de colles à bois à base de tanin, de protéine de soja et de lignine.
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(1) Adhésifs à base de taninspour bois, aminés et hautement ramifiés.

(2) Dialdéhyde carbohydrates préparés par oxydation spécifique par NaIO4.

Ⅲ Préparation de mousses à base de tanin à base d'un système de résine 

NIPU.

(1) Modification typique de la formulation de mousses tanin-NIPU.

(2) Préparation de mousse souple de tanin-NIPU.
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Ⅳ Mousses tanin-furanique avec substitution complète de formaldéhyde

(1) Enquête sur l'agent de réticulation de la biomasse.

(2) Nouvelle application pour les mousses à base de tanin.
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